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P r ot e c t i o n  a n d  b a s e  l ay e r s  oFF anD riDing

“A long distance motorcycle trip, outside of your comfort zone, will probably 
be a defining experience in your life. It’s miles cheaper, easier and safer than 
the celebrities and tour operators want you to think it is. Do a big trip, come 
back and encourage someone else to do theirs. Remember the kindness shown 
to you by strangers, then pass kindness on in your world thereafter. Simple.”  
—Austin Vince (Producer and star of Mondo Enduro, Terra Circa), in Adventure Bike Rider (UK) issue #5, 2011

Mike Banister, John Chase and stuart a. kirk, the Carrizo Plain. Photo By JaMes Chen (2010)
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basic basic + bluetootH®basic + intercom

basic + intercom + passenger

n-com Helmet  basic kit

cell pHone wire multimeDia wire

Connect your N-Com helmet to your mobile phone 
and multimedia sources.

cell pHone wire multimeDia wire

CONTENTS	 	 		 	
N-Com Helmet N103, N90, N43 (#1373) 

Basic KIt  #1291 (N103, N43) 

Intercom KIt #1265 

Multimedia Wire Optional (#1261) 

n-com Helmet  basic kit  intercom kit

CONTENTS	 	 		 	
N-Com Helmet N103, N90, N43 (#1373) 

Basic KIt  #1291 (N103, N43) 

Bluetooth® Kit #1263 

Multimedia Wire Optional (#1261) 

cell pHone wire
(non-bluetootH®)

multimeDia wire

n-com Helmet  basic kit  bluetootH® kit

cell pHone wire multimeDia wire

n-com Helmet  basic kit  intercom kit 

CONTENTS	 	
2 N-Com Helmets N103, N90, N43 (#1373) 

2 Basic Kits #1291 (N103, N43) 

1 Intercom KIt #1265 

Multimedia Wire Optional (#1261) 

passenger: 

n-com Helmet 

 basic kit

basic + bluetootH® + passenger

cell pHone wire
(non-bluetootH®) 

multimeDia wire

n-com Helmet  basic kit  bluetootH® kit

CONTENTS	 	
2 N-Com Helmets N103, N90, N43 (#1373)  

2 Basic Kits #1291 (N103, N43)  

2 Bluetooth® Kits #1263  

Multimedia Wire Optional (#1261)   

passenger:  
n-com Helmet 

 basic kit 
 bluetootH® kit

CONTENTS	 	 		 	
N-Com Helmet N103, N90, N43 (#1373) 

Basic KIt  #1291 (N103, N43) 

Multimedia Wire Optional (#1261) 

Adjust volume and answer phone calls on your 
N-Com helmet.

Wirelessly connect to your Bluetooth® phone, and adjust 
volume and answer calls on your N-Com helmet.

Speak with a passenger, and adjust volume and answer phone calls on your 
N-Com helmet.

Wirelessly speak with a passenger and connect to your Bluetooth® cell phone, and 
adjust volume and answer phone calls on your Nolan N-Com helmet.

nolan n104 n-com Helmet
the next generation in lower profile, flip-up modular helmets, the 
n104 has been redesigned for improved rider fit and function. 
the rugged lexan polycarbonate shell is up to 7 ounces 
lighter and has sleeker, dramatically more effectual aero-
dynamics, with quieter and improved airflow compared 
to previous helmet designs. the optically clear lexan 
face shield is wider and taller for superior vision, is 
easily removable (without tools) and offers riders 
fractional positioning for enhanced air control. 
Further enhancing the improved airbooster vent-
ing and airflow is an included Pinlock shield 
for additional protection against fogging. the 
independent, internally mounted VPs sun 
visor is coated to resist scratching/fog-
ging. it deploys easily via a left side slider 
and instantly retracts with the push of a 
button. the chinbar has a narrower design 
for less bulk, while retaining the secure 
locking mechanism that is easily opened 
with a single hand by pinching the release 
levers. a comfortable four-part removable, 
washable interior liner is anti-fungal and 
anti-microbial, and provides an intermedi-
ate oval fit. beyond improved sizing, per-
formance and rider comfort, the n104 also 

comes communications ready with the installation of the optional, all-new 
nolan b4 n-com system. exceeds d.o.t. safety standards. read sizing instruc-
tions before ordering, and let us know if you have questions. black, silver, White, 
yellow. intermediate oval fit. s–Xl. 3.8 lbs.

N104 N-Com Helmet #1363 $449.95
Clear Faceshield XS—L #1389 $44.00

Clear Faceshield XL—3X #1390 $44.00
Clear Pinlock XS—L #1391 $38.00

Clear Pinlock XL—3X #1392 $38.00
* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price. 
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n-com Helmet control & 
communication kits

Upgrade your n-
com basic Kit to 
adjust volume and 
answer phone 
calls directly on 
your helmet, or 

communicate with 
a passenger. the 

intercom Kit includes 
an intercom wire for connect-

ing the rider and passenger. the bluetooth® Kit allows 
wireless communication between the pilot and pas-
senger (must be installed in each), and wireless con-
nection to bluetooth® phones or other devices (only 
one wireless device may be accessed at one time). 
both of these kits include a on helmet control unit, 
battery and ac battery charger. the basic Kit must 
first be installed to use these kits.

N103/N43 Intercom Kit #1265 $149.00
N103/N43 Bluetooth Kit #1263 $239.00

n-com basic kits
For basic communication and audio, each 
helmet must be equipped with a basic Kit. it 
includes earphones, a microphone, and two 
short input/output jacks (that hang from the 
underside of the helmet, and allow you to plug 
in various devices). the basic Kit will permit 

you to listen to your music player, radar 
detector, GPs unit, etc., and talk on 
your cell phone, 

but you must control 
volume on the source device 

and answer the phone by pressing the controls on the 
phone. For connecting to external audio and commu-
nications devices, a Multimedia Wire and/or cell Phone 
Wire is needed. installs in minutes without any tools or 
modifications.

N103/N43 #1291 $109.00
n-com multimeDia wire

you will need the Multimedia Wire in order 
to listen to external audio devices, such 
as a music player, GPs, etc. the multime-
dia wire is not included with basic Kits or 
e-box Kits. it is sold separately.

 #1261 $27.00

n-com HonDa 
golDwing wire

allows the connection of a nolan Helmet 
equipped with a bluetooth or intercom 
Kit to the audio system of the Honda 
Goldwing. to use with a passenger, both 
helmets must be equipped with either 
the intercom or bluetooth Kit and con-
nected to the motorcycle with the wire 
instead of connected directly with an 
intercom wire. this configuration is not 
possible for helmets equipped with the 
basic Kit only. 

#1288 $47.00

basic

intercom

bluetooth®

nolan n43e n-com
this open face or ‘jet’, communication-ready helmet 
is designed to integrate with the n-com helmet 
communication system. the clear, optically 
neutral, multi-position face shield provides 
an exceptionally wide-angle view and can 
be easily removed without tools. a short, 
dark tinted, secondary VPs® shield is 
mounted on the inside of the shell, it 
moves independently from the face 
shield, deploying and retracting 
easily with a left side slider. the 
comfortable liner is removable, 
washable and constructed of 
durable fabrics with anti-microbial 
and wicking properties. the velour 
padded retention strap features a 
quick-release Microlock system. 
adjustable vents are built into the 
lightweight polycarbonate shell, 
including a super-efficient JsW 
top vent, with an exhaust grid in 
the aerodynamically designed 

rear spoiler, keep the face shield clear and your head cool. Meets d.o.t. 
safety standards. this is a beautifully crafted helmet. read sizing instruc-
tions before ordering, and let us know if you have questions. black, silver 
or White. intermediate oval fit. 3.25 lbs. s-Xl

 N43 N-Com Helmet #1373 $249.95
Clear Faceshield #1393 $45.00

* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price. 

n-com bluetootH 2 
eboX kits

the n-com bluetooth 2 ebox is a state-of-
the-art communication system allowing 
wireless transmissions with pillion, com-
munication with up to 4 other riders (up to 
500 meter range), connection via bluetooth 
to GPs, mobile phone and other devices 
or listen to the built-in rds FM radio. 
low-profile design is simple to install and 

includes high 
quality speak-
ers, noise canceling microphone and battery unit. 
connects to Pc via Usb for easy firmware updates, 
changing pre-set radio stations or adjusting audio 
preferences. compatible only with nolan n-com 
model helmets listed below. 

Nolan N104 – B4 Kit #1381 $379.00
Nolan N103/N43E – HD Kit #1387 $279.00
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sHoei multitec
this top-quality modular lid is one of the world’s best.  
it focuses on comfort, safety, noise control and excep-
tional attention to detail. Most Mc helmets now come 
from china, Korea or taiwan…and all shoei’s come 
from Japan. you will notice the difference.  the light-
weight, well-balanced ‘advanced integrated Matrix’ 
shell (a fancy high-tech handmade type of fiberglass) 
is wind-tunnel shaped for smooth air-flow at speed. 
Further noise reduction is achieved with the addition 
of gaskets between the flip-up visor and the helmet 
shell. effective, adjustable forehead and neck vents 

provide superior ventilation, and an integrated (but removable) breath guard keeps your 
vision clear in adverse conditions. removable cheek pads and 3d comfort liner ensure 
a great fit, biased toward an intermediate oval head shape. the optically perfect cX-1V 
shield provides a wide, clear view and the modular visor opens easily using a release lever 
located on the front of the chin bar. adjustable d-ring strap system keeps this helmet com-
fortably secure. available in White or call for special order colors. Meets all d.o.t. safety 
standards. round oval fit. s-Xl. 3 lbs. 15 oz.

Multitec Helmet #1264 *$482.99
Clear Pinlock Shield #1204 $40.00

Replacement Clear Shield #1205 $42.00
* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price. 

sHoei neotec
continual refinements in helmet technology have resulted in this 
all-new, next-level modular helmet design. boasting streamlined 
shell aerodynamics to provide noticeably less buffeting and 
noise than previous helmets, with a reduced weight 5-ply 
shock absorbant Fibershell, this top-of-the-line helmet is 
filled with advanced updates. superior ventilation and a 
fully removable, washable and replaceable dual-density 
ePs liner combine with an integrated chin curtain, 
breath guard and a micro-ratchet retention strap to 
make this an ideal lid for all-day, any-weather, riding 
comfort and protection. an enlarged face shield 
attaches to a smooth opening flip-up visor, providing 
a remarkably wide, clear field of vision. Providing 99% 
UV protection, the clear shield also includes a clear 
Pinlock shield to protect against fogging. a second-
ary internal sun shield is mounted inside the shell 
and operates independently from the full-face shield, 
deploying easily via a glove optimized left-side slider. 
three outer shell sizes are available for improved fit 
and performance for all head sizes. a truly advanced 
modular design. Meets d.o.t. safety standards. Matte 
black, light silver, White or yellow. s-Xl. 3 lbs. 11 oz.

Neotec Helmet #1394 $662.99* 
Clear Replacement Pinlock #1300 $52.00

sHoei rJ-platinum r
contemporary styling with an improved and adjustable fit raises 

the bar for open-face helmet performance. a lightweight 
advanced integrated Matrix Plus (aiM+) shell combines 

fiberglass and organic fibers for more efficient impact 
absorption and distribution. adjustable top and rear 
vents provide enhanced air-flow while maintaining a 
remarkably quiet riding experience. the fully remov-
able/washable interior liner features cheek pad slits 
for eyeglasses/sunglasses with a soft, comfortable 3d 
shock-absorbent comfort liner further enhancing the 
safety and fit characteristics of this snell and d.o.t. 
certified lid. the distinctive visor is removable and con-
venient snaps allow for aftermarket shield fitment. an 

adjustable, padded d-ring chin strap keeps this helmet 
comfortable secure. this is the bench-mark of craftsman-

ship and safety technology in a premier open-face helmet. 
Matte black, light silver or White. s-Xl. 2 lbs. 13 oz. 

#1395 $291.99* 
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arai vector 2
a basic full-faced helmet featuring unmatched craftsman-
ship, performance and fit in a less-is-more design, 
perfect for all-day riding comfort. the shell shape is 
designed to better flow in the wind and utilizes a 
proprietary complex laminate construction 
technology for combined strength, flexibility 
and lightweight. a one-piece multi-density 
ePs liner provides superior energy absorp-
tion to further enhance helmet safety. the 
inner-liner is removable and washable, 
with micro-fit cheek and temple pads 
that utilize 5mm peel-away layers to 
achieve a perfect fit, combined with the 
intermediate oval interior shape will fit 
a wide variety of head shapes well. the 
sai face shield provides an extremely 
wide view for increased awareness of 
the world around you. design improve-
ments include an integrated rubber 
breath guard, improved stability with 
a lower center of gravity and larger, 
improved air flow vents, front and 
rear, for increased airflow while mini-
mizing noise levels.  snell approved. 
exceeds d.o.t. standards. Fits interme-
diate oval heads. White, black or yellow. 
3.7 lbs. s-Xl

#1379 $489.95* 
Clear Shield #1396 $54.00

Clear Pinlock Insert #1397 $30.00

arai XD4
one helmet to fit all…riding styles is the role of this dual-
sport hybrid helmet design. a fully removable, 
replaceable and washable comfort liner, cheek 
pads and chinstrap utilize a dry-cool® tech-
nology for greater comfort. a customized 
fit can be achieved with a proprietary 
peel-away temple and cheek pad 
micro-f it system. the clc 
shell composite is incred-
ibly strong and light, with 
improved aerodynamics 
for added high-speed sta-
bility. topside diffuser vents combine 
with chin and side cowl ports to provide excellent ven-
tilation and airflow control. twin-cam pivot system 
allows the locking face shield to be fully operable 
under the adjustable angled visor, or remove the 
shield for use with goggles. the visor can also 
be removed for added comfort and safety 
for high-speed or high-mileage riding. a pre-
mium, better fitting helmet for every ride. 
snell approved. exceeds d.o.t. standards. 
Fits intermediate oval heads. White, silver, 
yellow or black. 3.75 lbs. s-Xl.

#1388 $589.95*
Clear Shield #1398 $62.00
Clear Pinlock #1399 $64.00

* Call 800-222-1994 for latest/best price. 
**Use of the visor is not recommended for high-speed 

riding where air resistance may inhibit returning the head 
to a forward and level position.

HELMET SIZING
Using a long strip of paper, have a friend measure horizontally around the largest part of your head, 
about an inch above your eyebrows (see illustration). Measure the length of the strip with a ruler and 
use the following chart to determine your helmet size:

Helmet siZe measurement   cHeek paDs

Small (6 7/8"–7") 21 5/8" — 22" 15 mm 

Medium (7 1/8"–7 1/4") 22 3/4" — 23" 20 mm 

Large (7 3/8"–7 1/2") 23 1/8" — 23 1/2" 25 mm 

X Large (7 5/8"–7 3/4") 24" — 24 3/8" 30 mm 

XX Large (7 7/8"–8") 24 3/4" — 25 1/8" 35 mm 

For safety, comfort, and noise reduction, your helmet should fit snugly. If you can rotate your head inside 
the helmet, it’s too loose. Helmets have a layer of soft foam comfort “upholstery” that covers the hard 
polystyrene (styrofoam) impact absorbing lining. You should be able to feel each pad pressing against 
your head. If you hold the helmet isometrically (one hand on each side of the helmet) and try to move 
your head inside of the now “stationary” helmet with only your neck muscles, you should feel the soft 
foam upholstery compressing between your skull and the polystyrene. If you do not feel any compression, 
your head will be right up against the unyielding polystyrene. The helmet padding will break in and soften 
during about the first ten hours of wear, so if it feels a bit too snug when new, that’s normal. A helmet 
should be snug… not uncomfortable or over-tight. 

HEAD SHAPE & ALL DAY FIT » A good fitting helmet is a safer, quieter helmet. To fit any helmet 
properly you should position it on your head so the top of the eye port opening is about one finger width 
above your eyebrows. This will tell you if the chinbar fits the shape of your jaw, and how the cranial 
section fits your head. Pay special attention to the fit around the crown of your head (the part that is 
contacted by a baseball cap’s band). Sizing the helmet to better fit the face instead of the head, will 
result in a looser fitting, noisy helmet. 
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Helmet sunblocker
some full-face helmets don’t have projecting visors, and we all know sometimes 
this results in glare problems when riding into the sunset. this simple product 
solves the problem nicely. 100% UV rated and easy to apply, the sunblocker is a 
flexible, dark, sunglasses-green transparent strip that applies to helmet shields 
interior using static electricity, and can be used on many different helmets. install 
it along the top-edge of your helmet’s shield and enjoy the resulting decrease in 
discomfort and fatigue.

Universal #1052 $16.00
Arai #1054 $16.00

Face sHielD supervisor
riding into a low sun every day can drive you crazy (unless your shield is brand 
new and perfect). ordinary dust and nano-scratches catching the light can be 
absolutely blinding, and unsafe as hell. this solution works splendidly. the 
visor is aerodynamically engineered and fits all helmet types that use face 
shields. Perfect vision and less eye fatigue is only a slight head tilt away. never 
be blinded by the sun again. comes complete with a lift kit, which allows for 
height adjustment and removability. 

 #1546 $18.00

Fog city pro sHielD 
Higher clarity and definition, especially noticeable on overcast days. optically correct, 
reliable, will not wear out, and guarantees fog-free vision no matter what. clear (all pur-
pose), amber (increases definition in overcast conditions), smoke (light filtering proper-
ties), or Photosensitive (tints from clear green to dark cobalt in sunlight and back to 
clear when the sun fades).

ProShield (Clear, Smoke or Amber) #1012 $20.00
 ProShield HyperOptiks (Photosensitive) #1013 $42.00

Arai (Clear) #1212 $20.00
Arai HyperOptiks (Photosensitive) #1213 $42.00

 FacesHielD bags
two versions: a soft fleecy environment for your spare faceshields or neoprene 
sleeve. if you have wanted to carry more than one tint or a replacement for pos-
sible damage that may occur on a trip, you may have wished for a transport solu-
tion like this one. 19.75"×5.5".

Fleece #1032 $18.00
Neoprene #1031 $22.00

“I still like riding, especially when everybody is in a queue 
and you go, swoosh, past them all.”  

—69 year old, 15 time world GP champion, Giacomo 
Agostini, on his continuing everyday riding, 
Bike magazine (UK) interview, Dec 2011.  
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arrow HeaD®
these large retro-reflective directional arrows 
mount to the back and sides of your helmet, 
so when you turn your head to check if the 
adjacent lane is clear, they boldly indicate 
your intention to the unintentionally homi-
cidal drivers on four wheels around you. a 

valuable safety accessory for riding in urban 
(and not so urban) areas. Kit includes hi-viz 

yellow or orange arrows, as well as silver chev-
rons and rear-facing diamonds. specify color.

#1214 $24.00

Halo Helmet banD
reflective neoprene band stretches around the 
lower part of your helmet for after dark conspicuity.

#1016 $13.00

Hi-viZ sticker kits
this scotchlite® material can be applied to any hard surface and reflects a bril-
liant white. Perfect for helmets and hard bags. die cut silver is pre-cut to specific 
shapes. solid sheet black is one solid sheet so you can cut it the shapes and sizes 
needed. 8.75"×11.75".

Silver #2845 $22.00
Black #2847 $28.00

aDHesive 3m solas graDe 
reFlective

look closely at the surface of highway or industrial 
warning signs and you will find the unique, hexago-
nal pattern that identifies 3M solas (safety of life 
at sea) Grade reflective. a clear protective layer 
bonded over reflective glass microbeads ensures 
strong reflective power — even in wet conditions. 
slightly stretchy and trims easily to any shape. ideal 
for curved surfaces like helmets. one of the most 
intense retro-reflectives in the world. silver color. 2' 
long by 2" wide.

#346 $7.00

illuminating armbanDs
you’ll be seen way better at night if you are wearing 
these lightweight self-illuminated markers. the long 
lasting led embedded in the reflective can be set to 
flash or run constantly. Proven visible up to a mile 
away. elastic bands cinch to fit (2.5”- 9.5"). Hi-Viz 
yellow reflective/red led. runs up to 100 hours per 
included watch battery. sold individually.

#1215 $14.00

illuminating waistbanD
Hook & loop waistband is adjustable from 39"–52". 
yellow/red. runs up to 400 hours on two aa batter-
ies (not included). 

#1216 $18.00

neoskin Helmet bag
treat your most impor tant piece of gear with 
respect. this zip-up helmet bag features a 3 mm 
coated neoprene fabric that protects your helmet 
from dings, scratches and nicks. also includes 
carry loop and removable shoulder strap. specify 
road or off-road style helmet. 

#9156 $55.00

pacsaFe slasH-prooF 
Helmet bag

a packable helmet bag with the extra security of a 
hidden eXomeshtM slash-proof stainless steel cable 
net, so when you lock your helmet inside this, and 
then lock it onto something with its included cable 
and solid brass lock, it’ll be there when you get back. 
the inside of this compact fold-up bag is lined with an 
ultra wicking soft brushed fabric to keep your helmet 
dry, and the waterproof outside fabric shell is seam-
tape sealed. Folds small into included storage pouch. 
black.

#9122 $59.00
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Fog tecH packets
advanced anti-fog protection. these 
single use packets will be ready when 
you need them on a chilly morning or 
at a rainy gas stop. Five single use 
packets.

#1091 $10.00

sHielD wipes
single use cleaner–impregnated moist 
towelettes safely clean bugs, dirt and 
road grime from windshields, glasses, 
faceshields and goggles. Pack of 
twelve wipes in a 2.25"×3" pouch. 

#1099 $7.00

microFiber clotH
soft and absorbent microfiber fabric, 
optimized for cleaning glasses, cam-
eras and optics. reusable and wash-
able. blue. 6"×6".

#1570 $3.00

mack’s lens wipes
Pre-moistened, individually wrapped 
lens wipes for faceshields and eyewear. 
anti-fog, anti-streak formula. Pack of 
six 8"×5" single use towelettes.

#1494 $3.00

 veewipe squeegee
you’ll quickly become addicted to this faceshield squeegee. Made of a stretchy 
silicone material that easily conforms to the thumb or index finger of your left 
hand, VeeWipes make riding in the rain safer. Pack contains three sizes (one each) 
to fit all glove sizes and thicknesses. trim with a scissors for a custom fit.

#1048 $15.00

“Z” ultimate lens cleaner
a three-product kit to keep your face shield clean 
and scratch-free. the 8x8 microfiber Z-cloth is 
used with both cleaning products and is safe 
to use on all types of lens, glasses, visors, 
faceshields, goggles and even windshields. Z-
wax is a paste that will safely loosen any dirt, 
dust, bugs and road grime — then wipe clean 
with the microfiber cloth. the wax also fills-in any 
scratches on the lens surface. the spray offers 

the same optic cleaning ability as the wax, with 
added ease of application. spray on, rub in, 
wipe off…see clearly. these multi-purpose 
cleaners also act as anti-fog, anti-static, 
anti-reflective, scratch filler, plastic cleaner, 

farkle polisher... 1 oz. spray bottle. 
#1408 $16.00

raincoat lens treatment
a specially formulated hydrophobic (hates 
water) wax blend, designed to repel water 
and keep your plastic optics cleaner…longer. 
Kit includes 5 pouches (up to 3 applications 
each), sponge applicator and buffing cloth. 
Practice safe riding, wear raincoat.

#1429 $6.00 

 visor cleaning kit
even if the squeegee and cleaning solution at the gas station is so filthy it looks 
like hasn’t been changed since the reagan administration, this kit leaves no room 
for excuses for riding with a dirt and bug splattered shield or goggles. the two 
little .5 oz bottles are a nice flat, oval shape so they pack flat in any pocket. these 
won’t leak or spill like tiny pump sprays can, either. one’s got a windshield cleaner, 
the other is “Protectall” (#4796), a fabulous all-purpose cleaner and polish. also 
included are a microfiber cleaning cloth and a cordura carrying case. an indis-
pensable shield cleaning kit that packs small enough carry along on every ride, 
ready for use at a moments notice. see clearly. no excuses.

#1051 $24.00

aDJustable visor wipe
adjust the hook & loop strap for a perfect fit around any size glove digit. align the 
non-scratch silicone rubber squeegee on a preferred finger or thumb and be ready 
to wipe away any rain that dares come your way. 1.5"×.25" squeegee, 5.75"×.75" 
strap. one wipe. black.

#1361 $12.00
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rescue Facts Helmet pack
essential medical information for eMt’s secured in a rugged nylon wrap that firmly 
attaches to your helmet strap with hook & loop. a crucial method of communicat-
ing when you’re not able to. be prepared. black. 3.5"×1.25" (folded).

#4669 $10.00

Helmet Hangers
a practical solution to daily helmet storage. once your helmet is 
resting on any of these holders, it’s nearly impossible to knock 
it off — and ya feel a little like batman cuz yer lid’s always at the 
ready, not lying around anywhere. each of these holders work 
with all helmet styles/types. black. 

stanDarD
Mounts easily. steel with rubberized edges. 

13"×2.75"×5.5", 1.5 lbs.
#2849 $20.00

curve
Hangs/mounts on a door, 

cubicle wall, etc. steel with rubber-
ized edges. 10.25"×2.4"×5", 1.5 lbs.

#1499 $20.00

Heavy-Duty
3/16 "  a l u m i n u m ,  m o u n t s 
securely. 7.5"×5"×4.25", 2 lbs.

#1496 $42.00

bar enD Helmet locks
Factory helmet locks are always perversely positioned to be completely unusable 
under trip duffels and saddlebags, or they leave your finely engineered head protec-
tion system roasting against a crackling hot muffler. these bar end Helmet locks 
are beautifully machined from stainless steel and 
use very high quality cylinder locks. they look better 
than stock bar-ends and the lock mechanism works 
as slick as a colt revolver. some historical trivia: 
When helmets and everyday transportation riding 
first became common all over Japan in the sixties, 
the little Japanese bikes then all had helmet hold-
ers. Where? always on the handlebars, my friends... 
always on the handlebars.

One 7/8" (w/Dummy) #1462 $78.00
One Universal (w/Dummy) #1468 $86.00

Two 6mm Bolt On (Keyed Alike) #1465 $92.00
Two 7/8" (Keyed Alike) #1463 $98.00

Two Universal (Keyed Alike) #1469 $112.00

6mm bolt on

Helmet bolt lock kit
For roadside stops, this lock comes in handy. the simple loop-locking device 
attaches anywhere you already have (or can mount) a bolt. comes with a 12" vinyl-
coated 5mm braided steel cable. once locked, it’s impossible to dislodge. chrome 
plated to appear as though it came standard with your bike. you may also want 
to pick up the optional 6' cable in order to secure more items (jacket, multiple 
helmets, etc). easy installation. 

Lock Kit (12" Cable) #4931 $59.00
Six Foot Cable (72" Cable) #4951 $12.00

Helmetsecure
attach this little Fort Knox of helmet holders to your bike’s handlebars, or any other 
bar or downtube from 7/8" to 1 ¼" (with the included spacers), for a permanent 
helmet storage solution that looks as good as it is functional. Unit includes 15" of 
pre-coiled, coated steel cable that is always conveniently available to lock up your 
lid, jacket or any other gear. installs easily with an included hex wrench. includes 
two keys. specify black or chrome. 4"×2"×1". 14.7 oz.

#5003 $59.00

Helmetlock
a carabiner with a built-in combination lock makes a great portable security tool. 
the programmable 3-pin locking latch opens outward, allowing it to fit around 
handlebars or frame tubes up to 1 1/8”  diameter, and is rubberized to prevent 
scratching. a fast, durable way to lock a helmet, jacket or bag to your motorcycle. 
Use with a lightweight coiled cable for securing multiple items together or as a 
lightweight anti-theft bike lock. 

#1182 $27.00
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HeaD scarves
burnoose on the loose! these clever 
and technical do-rags consist of 
a stretchy tube of fabric that will 
enable you to do any number of 
things, including staying warm, 
keeping the sun off, tying your hair 
back, preserving your helmet’s 
lining or looking like a terrorist 
ninja biker wannabe, so follow your 

bliss with this versatile and simple 
piece of headgear.

HaDwear
these multi-functional scarves are 
made with a fabric that is better suited 
for spring/summer/fall riding.

Red #1554 $16.00
Black #1555 $16.00

sHellaclava
Practically the same as the Had Wear 
scarves, except these are made with 
a slightly denser knit turtlefur® fabric 
that is better for colder weather riding.

Black #1566 $18.00

sHellaclava
Using two innovative fab-
rics to good advantage, the 
shellaclava is an excellent 
cold-weather riding acces-

sor y. the neckwarmer 
section is constructed of 
warm, soft turtlefur® while 

the hood uses dryline® 
fabric to move moisture 
away from your head. 
thin enough to fit under 
a helmet, easily stowable 
and very comfortable, you’ll 
find the shellaclava to be 

an essential part of your cold-
weather kit. one size fits all. 
black.

#1050 $20.00

Jimi cap
a high tech helmet liner 
that was designed for 
professional athletes 
to keep hair and sweat 
out of eyes. Made thin 
to fit comfortably under 
helmets, the Jimi cap 

is made from advanced 
microfiber fabrics and will 

keep your helmet cleaner and 
drier. Machine washable. stretchy 
and comfortable. black. M, l, Xl.

#1545 $16.00

silk balaclava
the most versatile and com-
fortable of all high per-
formance natural fibers. 
this soft, thin balaclava 
is beautifully made and 
it feels incredible against 
your skin. Wicks moisture 
to keep your skin dryer and 
warmer than you’d expect 
from something so light-
weight. silk fibers are stron-
ger than steel and will give 
you years of wear. Machine 
wash/tumble dry or hand 
wash and hang dry. one size 
fits all. navy.

#1548 $16.00power Dry 
balaclava 

Warmth without bulk is 
the mission of these 
close-fitting head sox. 
these technical polyes-
ter microfiber balacla-
vas fit under a helmet 

with a minimum of dif-
ficulty. Warm out of pro-
portion to their thickness, 
these are great to have 
along when chilly drafts 

threaten. one size 
fits most. black.

 #1040 $12.00

merino wool 
balaclava

our most luxurious 
balaclava. the knit 
fabric is a sof t, 
f lexible, washable 

blend that is ver y 
warm, feels great 
against your skin and 
holds in heat well. the 

careful flat seam three 
panel construction is 
designed to go easily 
under even a close 
fitting helmet. one 
size fits all. black.

#1540 $40.00

Helmet liner
oh God, a ‘do rag. if 
you need one of these, 
i guess you know who 
you are. Useful for 
looking like some sort 

of medieval village idiot 
as well as keeping your 

hair tidy and your helmet 
non-nasty. comfor table, 

washable, microfiber. black. this 
one is really nice. it’s actually from 
HJc helmets. 

Medium #1542 $12.00
Large #1544 $12.00

original 100% cotton banDana
these high quality, made in the Usa, old fashioned 100% cotton, oversized 
bandanas are the real deal and can trace their lineage to old west cow-

boys, farmers and railroad engineers who relied upon them to wipe the 
sweat from their brow and keep the dust out of their face and col-

lars. Keeping one (or more) handy in a pocket or tank bag will soon 
provide endless use opportunities. Wear one under your helmet to 

help absorb sweat and keep it cleaner, tie around the face or 
neck for sun/dust/wind protection, wear wetted for evaporative 

cooling effect, blow your nose into one, clean your hands off 
after a roadside repair or use as a placemat or napkin at a 
roadside picnic.  but not all at the same time. assorted colors 

with traditional paisley print design. 21.5"×21.5".
#1547 $5.00
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 winD banD
Featuring the same fleece or Ultrasuede 
with WindstoPPer® outer fabric. the 
windband provides ultra compact neck 
comfort. 4"×23" with overlapping hook & 

loop closure.
 Fleece (navy, red, blue, wine, 

turquoise, or black) #535 $22.00
Ultrasuede (navy, red, blue, wine, 

turquoise, or black) #536 $24.00

 winD triangle 
(or eucliD’s Face Fairing)

this is a simple, functional piece of rider’s 
clothing. the Face Fairing has a hook & 
loop closure tab that  adjustably fits most 
neck sizes. it can be worn in two positions: 
like a cowboy outrider, draped low around 
the neck to warm and protect the chest; 
or drawn over the nose and mouth when 
protection from the elements is needed. 
We now make them with a softer and more 
comfortable windproof/water resistant 
WindstoPPer® fabric. Hypotenuse 24", 
base 16". (Xl version hypotenuse is 26".)

 Fleece (navy, red, blue, wine, 
turquoise, or black) #511 $22.00

XL Fleece (red or black) #512 $24.00
Ultrasuede (navy, red, blue, wine, 
turquoise, or black) #515 $28.00

XL Ultrasuede (red or black) #516 $30.00

cool oFF ties
relief for sultry rides in hot weather. this 100% cotton neckwear is filled with 
water-absorbing polymer crystals which can hold 350–400 times their weight in 
water and they release it slowly (over a period of days). Hence, increased comfort 
in hot weather. a simple, effective tool for heat management. non-toxic and reus-
able. 35.5"×1.75". assorted patterns and colors.

#1551 $6.00

respro Foggy breatHguarD
a comfortably thin, stretchy neoprene face guard that helps eliminate visor 
and face shield fogging on cold days. Fits (via hook & loop) into all full face 
helmets. comfortable in use. eliminates the need to tip the shield open at 
every stop. 

#1558 $30.00

respro banDit scarF
combines a comfortably stretchy 100% cotton scarf with a washable activated 
charcoal filter to protect your face from diesel smoke, dust and similar airborne 
pollutants and filth. Filters last six months in regular use. Popular for years in 
larger european and asian cities and now available here.

#1556 $38.00

respro tecHno mask
a cool wearing, fully ventilated riders mask for filtering the sub-micron particu-
lates (pollen, dirt, tire and brake dust, etc.) that assault urban riders every-
where on bad days. its replaceable Hepa-type filter is made of electrostatically 
charged fibers and a dynamic activated charcoal cloth for maximum effective-
ness. if you commute via a dense ten lane or ride downtown many days in a row, 
this will make it better.

Techno Mask-1 #1508 $60.00
Filter 2 pack  #1509 $28.00
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classics

wileyX Xl 1 
among the most 
advanced eye protec-
tion systems avail-
able, these are made 
specifically for riding 
applications. they fea-
ture tough resin frames 
with a wraparound shape backed by a com-
fortable, removable ultra foam gasket that helps keep wind and dust away from 
your eyes. each comes with a removable safety 
strap, case, microfiber cloth, and an encyclope-
dia’s worth of advanced high-end lens technolo-
gies. excellent for UV protection. currently in use 
by our military forces operating in desert areas. 
optically perfect, interchangeable smoke and 
clear lenses. Matte black frame. 

#1220 $82.00

gargoyles
Gargoyles lenses have a different 
vertical and horizontal curve, a 
feature that is patented and allows 
them to be optically perfect, some-
thing no similar eyewear can claim. 
this is the only polycarbonate lens 
eyewear approved and issued 
for combat use by the Us army. 
experience the sharper resolu-
tion, increased detail, windproof-
ness, lightweight, good looks, and 
comfort that surpass all ordinary 
glasses. classics are full size, 85’s 
are 15% smaller. specify lens type: 
black ice (100% UV protection, 
for riding in bright sun) or clear 
(night riding, industrial, and wind 
protection).

Classics #1021 $77.00
85’s #1022 $77.00

scott goggles
this is a comfortable, secure fitting goggle lined with HydroX® foam that 

seals out dirt, dust and grime and ensures a comfortable fit. a ventilation 
visor works in tandem to allow breathability and manage perspiration. the 
clear lexan lens is optically engineered to screen out 100% of harmful UVa 

rays, and the state-of-the-art ergonomic flex frame adjusts itself to each 
unique facial contour. a silicone-lined strap eliminates slippage. the optical 

version has a larger inner volume designed to fit over prescription glasses. 
black or red.

Standard #1208 $26.00
Optical #1210 $46.00

85’s

case

aviator

pilot

case

interchangeable lens

bugZ goggles 
a new generation of an old invention, these goggles feature 100% UV protec-
tion and a unique dual lens design. Made of optical polycarbonate, the tough 
outer lens is backed up by a fog-fighting inner lens. individual eye frames flex 
enough to adapt to different face shapes. side vents are adjustable, helping 
the wearer control air flow. soft elastic strapping holds these goggles in place 
during hard use. tough and innovative, if you wear goggles regularly, you’ll love 
these. black frame. specify clear or smoke lenses.

Clear Lens #1072 $57.00
Smoke Lens #1070 $57.00

FligHt glasses
these exact sunglasses were the first 
to go to the moon with the crew aboard 
the apollo 11, and have long been 
spec for U.s. air Force pilots. designed 
specifically to fit under a helmet or 
headset, and engineered to rigid military 
specifications, they of fer maximum 
protection, optical performance and 
comfort. the neutral grey, scratch- and 
shatter-resistant polycarbonate lenses 
absorb 99% of UVa and UVb rays, and 
allow for sharper detail and evenness of 
color. the rugged, high-quality frames 
are made of polished steel and the 
earpieces are designed for maximum 
comfort no matter how long they’re worn. 
these timeless masterpieces have been 
issued to millions of soldiers, sailors, 
marines and airmen since 1958, and 
have never gone out of style.

aviator
regular is 58mm, small is 52mm.

Regular #1241 $67.00
Small #1243 $67.00

pilot
regular is 57mm, small is 52mm.

Regular #1229 $57.00
Small #1249 $57.00
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20/20 close-view lens inserts
can’t read your tank bag map at a fast glance? 
squinting at a pixelated GPs screen for too 
long? add these magnifiers to the back of your 
sunglasses or goggles and you’ll suddenly be 
seeing close stuff clearly. there’s no adhesive... 
simply press them on with a drop of water. the 
optical membrane flexes to match the curve of 

your glasses/goggles. they’ll stay safely in place and remove only when you want. 
specify strength: x1.25, x1.50, x1.75, x2.00, x2.50, x3.00.

#1057 $20.00

sun spots solar sHaDe Film
convert your glasses or goggles to sunglasses 
or dark goggles with these durable and optically 
tinted cut-to-custom-fit films. they stay in place 
perfectly with no adhesive, store in a case the 
size of a credit card (included), and wash clean 
with soap and water. sounds slightly hokey, 
right? try them and you’ll become an instant 

convert. Patented. contains one 6.5"×2.25" sheet.
#1056 $10.00

Doggles
as motorcyclists, it’s obvious to all of us why 
dogs stick their heads out of car windows. 
but dogs, like humans, need eye protec-
tion when riding motorcycles. so preserve 
Fido’s corneas with these comfortable and 
well-made goggles for man’s best friend, for 

whom you want only the best, right? doggles feature sturdy construction and metal-
lic black frames with replaceable smoke lenses designed to fit canine craniums. 
Probably the closest thing to chick Magnets you are going to find in this catalog. 
(see www.dogsonbikes.com for info on riding with dogs.) Xs (1-10lbs.), s (9-25lbs.),  

M (20-60 lbs.), l (50-90 lbs.).
#1079 $19.00

Replacement Lenses (Clear) #1019 $9.00

biFocal riDing glasses
if you find yourself squinting to read the map (on the GPs screen, or on paper…), 
then these wind-cheating glasses are just the ticket. impact resistant polycarbon-
ate lenses are outfitted with reading glass cheater lenses just below eye level, so 
they are readily available when you need a close view, and not distracting when 
surveying the road ahead. a sturdy black frame features arms that can be length-
extended for fit, and soft nose pads for a comfortable, near custom fit. the scratch 
resistant lenses are available in either smoke or clear and provide 99.9% protection 
from harmful UV rays. Great protective eyewear that look so cool, nobody will even 
know you’re wearing safety glasses. 5.6”× 2.5”.  specify power of 1.50x, 2.00x, 
2.50x or 3.00x.

Clear #1063 $15.00
Smoke #1064 $16.00

Eye Test*        x2.50
Hold Two Feet Away    x2.00
Read Until Not Clear      x1.75
Order Focus Power         x1.50
Listed Right               x1.25
* This reading test is just an approximation and is not meant to replace 
regular eye exams with an eye-care professional.

 silk scarves
a classic silk scarf should be soft, thin and slippery – so you can wrap one around your neck, close up your jacket and 
rotate your head and neck all day in draft-free comfort, without chafing. these luxurious 100% natural silk scarves are 
handmade of a soft, dense weave that’s perfect for riding. no synthetic fiber is warmer, softer, stronger, or more durable. 
silk provides maximum comfort across every temperature range: warm and draft-blocking when cool, and refreshing when 
worn wetted in hotter conditions. the standard scarf is medium weight silk of sensuous softness, and measures 15"×72". 
the competition scarf is similar to the standard model but two layers thick, and a bit narrower and shorter. it measures 
10"×60". both are premium quality, long lasting silk that will keep the wind, rain, dust and snow from blowing down your 
neck, and will pack ultra-small in any pocket. this silk washes well. no other neckwear works this well, or looks this cool.
 Standard Scarf #1549 $22.00

Competition Scarf (White) #1567 $30.00
Competition Scarf (Black) #1568 $32.00

competition standard

rX riDing glasses
read maps, GPs screens and mobile devices without squinting or holding at arms 
length. these ergonomic nylon framed glasses feature sleek, high performance, 
impact resistant polycarbonate lenses, embedded with precisely placed ‘cheater’ 
lens inserts to help prevent accidents, head-
aches and strain on your, um, er…maturing 
eyesight. Provide 99.9% protection from 
harmful UV rays too. lightweight design and 
a soft, self-adjusting rubber nose pad for 
all day, under the helmet comfort. straight 
temple design with almost no over the ear 
bend for easy on/off. available in +1.5, 
+2.0, +2.5 or +3.0 diopters with a choice of 
clear, yellow or brown lenses. 5.6"×2.5".

Black Frame/Clear Lens #1071 $24.00
Black Frame/Yellow Lens #1075 $24.00

Tortoise Frame/Brown Lens #1081 $24.00

(K.K. the puppy being outfitted with her new Doggles 10/04/11. Owner Steve Karpik of 
Eveleth Minnesota is looking forward to hitting the road with his new riding partner.)
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cotol–240
cure accelerator 
and thinner for 
use with urethane-
based sealants like 
aquaseal, Freesole, 
and seam Grip. also 
removes tar, sap, 

glue, and other resins 
from various surfaces like glass, plas-
tic and metal.

 .5 oz. #340 $5.50

sil net
a 100% silicone seam 
sealant for use on silicone 
impregnated tents and out-
door fabrics. Permanently 
forms a weatherproof, 
watertight seal in one appli-
cation. long lasting flexibil-
ity. Unaffected by tempera-
ture extremes. 1.5 oz.

 #392 $7.00

aquaseal
Medium viscosity sealant 
and adhesive forms a tough, 
elastic waterproof seal. 
Permanently adheres to fab-
rics like neoprene, hypalon, 
vinyl, cordura, and heavier 
leathers. dries overnight. 
Urethane base. .75 oz.

 #335 $7.00

seam grip
Wicks into and seals seams 
and zipper tapes. dries in 
only a couple of hours. ideal 
for permanently repairing 
tents and leathers. 1 oz. 
tube comes with a syringe 
applicator. Kit includes two 
2" patches, brush applica-
tor, and storage container. 

Urethane base. 
  1 oz. Tube #362 $8.00

  1/4 oz. Repair Kit 
#4937 $7.00

nikwaX leatHer 
restorer

rejuvenates the water 
repellency of tired, worn 
leather clothing and acces-
sories and replaces water 
repellent finishes and con-
ditions leather. Prolongs the 
life of leather gear. 10 oz. 

#342 $13.00

nikwaX leatHer 
cleaner

cleans and revitalizes 
leather without oversoft-
ening. Will not strip of f 
the manufacturer’s water 
repellency. Prolongs the 
life of gear and optimizes 
outdoor per formance. 

biodegradable, non-flam-
mable, non-hazardous. 10 oz.

 #343 $13.00

nikwaX 
color waX 

restores the water repel-
lency, and revitalizes 
the color and character 
of waxed cotton fabric. 
essential for routine main-
tenance. Water-based 
formula in a non-aerosol 

pump spray. neutral. 10 oz.
#1362 $13.00

uv tecH 
Works like a sun-

screen for fabrics. 
reduces color fading 
and slows the damaging 
effects of long exposure 
to sunlight and atmo-
spheric chemicals. ideal 
for daily commuters, 

long distance riders, or 
those with red garments. one bottle 
will treat an aerostich suit. 12 oz. 

#331 $12.00 

granger 
g-wasH 
cleaner

non-detergent liquid 
soap protects the water-
proof/breathable quali-
ties of outdoor fabrics 
better than conventional 
detergents. Use as a 
prep-wash for Granger’s 

Wash- in Waterproo fe r. 
Highly concentrated (up to 10 loads). 
biodegradable. 10 oz.

#4933 $9.00 

nikwaX tecH 
wasH

non-detergent liquid 
soap specially formu-
lated to protect the 
waterproof/breathable 
qualities of outdoor 
fabrics better than con-
ventional liquid deter-
gents. an excellent 
prep-wash for nikWax’s 

Wash- in Waterproofer. 
biodegradable. 10 oz.

#333 $9.00 

 
cleaning, inspection 
anD water repellent 

service 
complete washing, inspection, and 
water repellent service for your 
roadcrafter or darien. if repairs 
are needed you will be contacted 
with an estimate. stain removal not 
guaranteed. 

Suit (Jacket and Pants) 
#255 $50.00

Jacket #256 $30.00
Pants #257 $30.00

 waterwerks kit
For extended exposure in severe conditions. includes 
repellent (two nikWax tX direct Wash-in), one 
tube of seam Grip seam sealer, syringe applica-
tor and instructions for upgrading or extending the 
water repellency of breathable/waterproof fabrics, 
and improving roadcrafter main zippers water 
resistance.

#1334 $27.00

granger 
super prooF 

spray-on 
repellent

advanced spray-on for-
mula renews the durable 
water repellent char-
acteristics of synthetic 
breathable/waterproof 
fabrics. effective and con-

venient. 9oz.
 #4935 $13.00

reviveX® 
spray-on 

water & stain 
repellent

safe, non-toxic treat-
ment , deve loped 
by the Gore com-
pany, enhances and 
restores the water 

repellency and stain 
resistance of garments constructed 
using Gore-teX® laminated fabric. 
10 oz.

#1345 $14.00

nikwaX tX 
Direct 

spray-on 
repellent

restores the durable 
water-repellent finish of 
all types of waterproof/
breathable fabrics. ideal 
for garments or single-
wall tents and synthetic 
sleeping bag shells. 
best when sprayed on 
damp material. 10 oz. 

#1360 $14.00 

granger wasH-in 
repellent 

Wash-in treatment renews 
and enhances water repel-
lency of high performance 
waterproof/breathable 
synthetic outdoor fabrics, 
and optimizes breathabil-
ity. also works on fleece. 
10 oz.

#4934 $12.00 

nikwaX tX 
Direct wasH-in 

repellent
Wash-in re-waterproof-
ing treatment for all 
breathable waterproof 
clothing. it saturates 
the stitching, fabric, and 
zippers making a notice-
able difference. Hand or 
machine wash in. 10 oz.

#332 $12.00 

reprooFing 
cream

Waxed cotton and oil 
skin re-treatment that 
restores and enhances 
water repellency.  Goes 

on easily and cures to a 
smooth, durable, non-sticky coating 
that doesn’t smell funny and won’t 
attract dirt. 200 mls.

#1351 $16.00
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etymotic er 20 ear plugs
Unlike foam based earplugs, the etymotic er20’s cut about 
12db, but leave your ability to hear radar detector chirps, gas 
station conversations, emergency sirens, etc…unhindered. they 
are sophisticated noise attenuators that use a patented internal 

acoustic dampening network to provide nearly uni-
form attenuation. the washable ready-fit eartips 
are very comfortable and the end cap is easy to 
grasp. advanced technology hearing protection. 

#1030 $15.00

 
reusable 

earplug 
sample kit

ten different pairs of reus-
able earplugs let you find a 

perfect fit for maximum comfort. 
selection includes the newest and 

best types: Moldex rockets, north 
com-Fits, and many more. seven are 

corded and three are uncorded.
#1200 $28.00

saFe-t-ring 
ideal for keep-
ing your ear-
p l u g s  c l e a n 
and protected. 

lightweight cnc machined aluminum. 
threaded cap. o-ring seal. removable 
key ring. 1.5"×0.6". Fits smaller size 
earplugs best.

#1478 $18.00

macHineD aluminum  
earplug container

nicely machined anodized alloy. 
Per fect for earplugs, matches, or 
anything you need to keep dry and 
protected. o-ring seal. Good value. 
2.5"×1".

#1476 $14.00

 
 envelope bag

stop fishing for lost earplugs. this 
coated nylon envelope fits comfort-
ably flat inside any jacket pocket. 
Hold 4 or more earplugs. Hook & 
loop closure. 3.5"×2.5".

#738 $11.00

silicone earplugs
after a long day of riding, inserting and removing foam 
earplugs can irritate your ears. these form-fitting earplugs 
are made of moldable silicone that fit very comfortably to 
the unique contours of any ear. they won’t cause discom-
fort and are washable & reusable. doctor recommended 
for hearing protection with a substantial noise reduc-
tion rating of 22 db. seals out water and helps prevent 
swimmer’s ear. snore proof. shatterproof carrying case 
included. (2 pair).

#1285 $4.00

 
earplug 

protector case
Keep earspeakers and cords safely 
tucked away in this convenient holder. 
opens and shuts like an old-school 
coin purse. sof t, 
durable plas t ic . 
2.5"×1.4".

#4410 $4.00

WARNING! Some of these devices block out ambient sounds important for safe riding. Do not use 
where other road users may be present. Some of these devices may not be legal for road use in 
your area. check local laws before using. If in doubt about safe usage, do not use.

Disposable maX tapereD
comfortable, form-fitting, expanding foam. 33 db.

5 Pair #1274 $3.00 
25 Pair #1276 $10.00

5 Pair Corded #1284 $5.00 
25 Pair Corded #1286 $18.00

 Disposable 
earplug sample kit

twelve different pairs of disposable earplugs 
let you find a perfect fit for maximum comfort. 
selection includes the newest and best types: 
Howard leight Max’s, ear express Pod Plugs, 
Moldex Pura-Fits, and many more. six are 
corded and six are uncorded. 

#1100 $12.00

multi-siZe reusable 
ear plugs

these are the highest rated reusable earplug 
available (32 db). two sizes allow the 

perfect custom fit. Fitting 
well in the ear and block-
ing all frequencies makes 
these an ideal choice for 

helmet wear. clear silicone 
flanges for easy insertion 

and removal. includes one pair of each 
size: small and average, each with pro-

tective container.
#1102 $20.00

molDeX rockets
these reusable earplugs are designed for comfort 
and noise reduction. each set includes a protective 
container. 3 pack, 26 db. 

Uncorded #1240 $8.00
Corded #1242 $12.00

HearplugZ-DF
Multi-functional dual filtered hearing 
protection, fitted with breathable, 

moisture resistant acoustical filters, 
and designed to help you hear critical 

sounds — including speech — while offering increased attenuation as noise 
levels rise. the removable secondary filter allows the flexibility of two levels of 
hearing protection (from 12db to 22db), plus the ability to hook up to a two-way 
radio communication system. the 
soft plugs are comfortable, easy to 
clean and store in a practical coin-
purse style carrying case.  specify 
small, Medium or large. orange.

#1211 $30.00
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Deersports track/perFormance
deersports® gloves from lee Parks design are suitable for road or track use, and are nicely 
made of U.s. deerskin. trimmed and ironed internal seams ensure unmatched fit and com-
fort, and the seamless palm gives good feel and eliminates pressure points. an extended 
gauntlet with dual hook & loop closures secures nicely over jacket sleeves. additional lay-
ering of deerskin at strategic areas on the gloves provide increased abrasion protection. 
a fine glove, versatile and well worth the price. Phase change insulated version is perfect 
for 40°–65° temps. s–Xl.

#445 $125.00
Phase Change Insulated #456 $195.00

Deerskin gauntlet
Gauntlets increase the coverage and work better in cool riding conditions. tuck 
‘em in of pull ‘em over. Full and half sizes 8-11.

#424 $55.00
Insulated #425 $59.00

 Deerskin
Very comfortable and easy to wear—just like elkskin, but made of slightly thinner medium 
weight deerskin so they’re ideal for casual, everyday riding, particularly commuting and 

touring. no break-in needed; they will be as comfortable as pre-
washed denim the moment you put them on. deerskin is great 
for hotter weather. because they’re so light, absorbent and 

soft, they give you better control feel. nimble enough 
to pick a coin off a table, yet strong enough for riding 

protection. outstanding quality. the insulated ver-
sions have 3M thinsulate and brushed nylon lining, 
so they are perfect for spring and fall commuting and 

general cooler weather wear. (they’re plenty warm all 
winter if you don’t know what canadian currency looks like). 

Full and half sizes. For insulated gloves, order 1/2 size larger than 
non-insulated version to ensure proper fit.

Deerskin
the classic all around american general work and riding glove. reinforcing welt in the 
thumb and the middle fingers, elastic back. Full and half sizes 8-11, (#423 insulated also 
available in size 12). 

#422 $45.00
Insulated #423 $49.00

elkskin roper
your favorite gloves. you just can’t ride anywhere without them. When they finally wear out, it 
feels like you’ve lost a friend. elkskin roper gloves are a premium work and general use glove 

design by a sixty year old ranch and work glove company in Washington state. Made of 
natural tan medium to heavy weight elkskin, they are thicker, stronger and 

more abrasion resistant than deerhide and they’ll last much longer. built 
for cowboy and ag work, they’re tough enough for barbed wire fenc-

ing, yet sensitive enough to accurately handle a lariat. the snap cuff 
will slightly gauntlet over most jackets or close to let wind in your 
sleeves on a hot day. the left thumb is equipped with a visor squee-
gee made of resilient squeegee material. all california Highway Patrol 

Motorcycle officers (and many other depts.) wear elkskin gloves 8-10 
hours a day, week in and week out. you too will 

experience how right they are the minute you put 
them on and grab the clutch lever. these are the best 

gloves for serious combat touring adventures you’ll ever 
wear. Full and half sizes 8-12. black may bleed slightly when wet.

Natural #420 $49.00
Black #440 $49.00

 competition elkskin roper
your favorite gloves. you’re sad when they finally wear out…you can’t ride anywhere with-
out them. these competition elkskin ropers take the standard elkskin ropers to the 
next level with an added hook and loop wrist closure — reversed for ergonomic advantage 

— and also add a generous elkskin covered  impact-foam knuckle pad. this is a 
premium rider’s glove, made by a ranch and work glove company in Washington state. they’re 

strong and durable enough to take on everyday rough cowboy and ag work — from handling barb 
wire fences to accurately directing a lariat, and ultra-comfortable all-day because of 

their superb medium weight luxuriously tanned natural tan elkskin. this comfort-
able abrasion resistant leather absorbs and dissipates sweat, wears cool, and 

quickly conforms itself to the shape of your hand. the visco-elastic  
impact material padded knuckles make a protective difference in some crash 
scenarios, and of course, the left thumb is equipped with a resilient visor 

squeegee to help keep a clear view of the road in damp and rainy conditions. 
all california Highway Patrol Motorcycle officers (and many other depts.) wear 
elkskin gloves 8-10 hours a day, week in and week out. you too will experience 

how right they are the minute you put them on and grab the clutch lever. these are 
the ultimate gloves for serious combat touring adventures or for every day a to b riding. 

Full and half sizes 8-12. natural. 
#421 $59.00

visor squeegee

visor squeegee
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The Insulated Elk Ropers are different than every other winter riding glove on the 
market. They are based on the Elk Ropers (our most popular glove) but feature a knit 
merino wool lining. The gauntlet section is lined with a slippery nylon knit so it's easier 
to rotate one's wrists a little without also twisting the sleeve of one's jacket. 

There's also a windproof fabric across the back of the hand and fingers positioned 
between the outer leather and the inner merino wool knit. Farther back, the gauntlet 
tapers out wider than most cold weather gloves, helping it go over sleeves easer. The 
gauntlet and wrist have Velcro tab/strap closures that are ergonomically reversed for 
faster easier off-and-on adjustment. The knuckle pad is made of TF3 (same as our 
impact armor).

Initially they feel a lot different than the common Asian-made winter ski and snowmo-
bile type winter riders gloves. After they break in a little they are very good. The Merino 
wool liner is warm and long lasting. The leather sort of stretches to fit after a while, 

just like the Elk Ropers. These are 'old school' riders gloves, designed and sewn to the 
n'th degree...as much as we could produce.

Lastly, they are not the most ultimate warm winter glove. If you commute 10 miles at 
freeway speeds on 30-45ºf days without hand-guards, they are ideal. For all-day very 
low temp long-distance riding, electric gloves are still the way to go. And some types 
of the typical snowmobile-ski types and styles are a bit warmer, too. But none of these 
are as comfortable and perfect for around-town everyday riding when temp ranges are 
down in the twenties, thirties and forties.

For my commuting and every day errand and transportation riding, these are still my 
faves. Not so bulky, and still comfortably warm. I spray the backsides of mine with a 
silicone based 'leather water repellant' about once every year. I think the pair I have 
are now three or four years old. And they are still getting better... 

— Mr. Subjective 10-2010

 toucH-screen elkskin ropers
Use every electrostatic screen controlled device (iPhones, iPads, GPss and androids, etc) with 

your riding gloves on. rows of electro-conductive stitching exactly where needed let you 
scroll, dial, pinch-zoom, browse and navigate normally. the ropers themselves are 
carefully made of natural tan medium to heavy weight elkskin. they are a bit thicker, 

stronger and more abrasion resistant than deer hide, so they’ll last much longer. 
the lef t thumb is equipped with a visor squeegee made of resilient squeegee 

material. the california Highway Patrol Motorcycle of f icers (and many other 
depts.) wear elkskin gloves 8-10 hours a day, week in and week out. you 
too will experience how right they 

are the minute you put them 
on, and grab the clutch lever. 
Modern techno-function meets 

old-school comfor t and per for-
mance. Full and half sizes 8-12. 

#429 $59.00

 elkskin gauntlet
elkskin palm for durability and protection, and deerskin in other areas for light-
weight, protective durable comfort. a visco-elastic  impact pad adds 
further protection. adjustable, gusseted gauntlet seals sleeve cuffs. and the 

wrist is secured with both an elasticized area and a reversed hook-and-loop 
strap which pulls towards your body for easier adjusting. For added utility and 

safety, the left thumb is equipped with a resilient visor squeegee (not shown). the 
insulated elkskin Gauntlet has a luxuriously warm 100% merino wool lining 

which is softer, thicker, warmer and more durable than the various 
fleeces and synthetic fibers used in other insulated riding 

gloves—it won’t pill, mat down or wear through after a few 
thousand miles. Hidden between the deerskin and the 
wool on the standard insulated gloves is a thin windblock-
ing fabric covering the entire backside of the hand. the 
super insulated version also includes the windblocking 
fabric covering the back side of the thumb, providing extra 

warmth. the tapered gauntlet is lined with a slippery nylon 
knit so it lies flat and doesn’t twist your riding jacket’s sleeve 

when you rotate your wrist. black may bleed slightly when wet. 
non-insulated gloves available in full and half sizes 8.5–12 (11.5 

not available). For all insulated gloves, order 1.5 sizes larger than non-
insulated version to ensure proper fit.

Natural / Brown #464 $79.00
Black #465 $79.00

Natural #466 $79.00
Merino Wool Insulated Black #479 $129.00

Merino Wool Insulated Natural #469 $129.00

WASHABLE LEATHER?
Elkskin and deerskin can be safely hand washed using warm water and mild soap. This removes accumulated dirt, oils and stains and will help gloves last longer and 
feel nicer. After rinsing to remove residual soap, gloves should be gently wrung damp and allowed to dry gradually at room temperature. Do not apply direct heat when 
drying. They shrink slightly but will stretch to fit during wear.

XL XX

10.5 11.511 129.58

S M L

9 108.5
To find glove size place hand 
on diagram as shown. Need 
help? Call us: 800-222-1994.

NOTE: For Insulated Deerskin gloves (#423/#425) add ½ size.  For the Merino Wool Insulated Elkskin gloves (#469/#479) add 1.5 sizes.  
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luXury Deerskin summer
Maybe only the Japanese, with their respect for 

and interest in cafe-racer culture, could come up with 
gloves that are not only ideal for 3-season usage, but look 

superb and feel great when you pull them on and lay your hand to 
the grips. beautifully constructed and detailed, these gloves feature fantastic 
quality hides and are perforated and vented along the knuckles and palm to help 
keep hands cool when the weather’s hot. sturdy padding and reinforced knuck-
les, palm and gauntlet make these gloves safe without sacrificing functionality or 
comfort. oversize hook and loop cinch strap. black. the most gorgeous, luxurious 
gloves in this catalog. 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10.

#463 $247.00

gel cowHiDe
these gloves feature silicone gel-
padded palms to cushion your 
hands from handlebar pressure 
and vibration that can cause dis-
comfort to the median nerve. Made 
of super premium leather with a 
Kevlar reinforced palm and a soft 
bemberg lining on the backside, 
the Gel sport features an extended 
gauntlet with a hook & loop closure 
and an adjustable leather strap. 
the Gel lite has shorter gauntlet, 

and are ideal for warmer condi-
tions. black. s-Xl.

Gel Sport #448 $74.00
Gel Lite (not shown) 

#454 $44.00

silk glove liners 
100% organic and naturally light-
weight, these silk glove liners caress, 
insulate, dry quickly and resist soil 
and odors. Plus, they feel soooo good. 
navy, s–Xl. 

#470 $12.00

luXury cowHiDe 
winter 

top quality Japanese-built gloves for cold-
weather riding use. and really, really comfortable. 

the cuff and palm are lined with soft, brushed nylon, and 
the back of the hand is lined with a warmer heavier synthetic. 

the fingers are articulated and pre-curved, and the knuckle area is padded with 
a diamond pattern of quilting. the exterior shell is constructed of 1.2 mm water-
proofed cowhide leather with a waterproof/breathable film below. the wrist and 
cuff is cinched with hook & loop. reinforced palm. Ultra nice. 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10.

#447 $197.00

miD season cowHiDe
this is a Wind-tex lined and lightly 
insulated cowhide glove perfect for 
your spring and fall (or mild winter) 
everyday riding. they’re warmer than 
regular gloves because of the use of 
a thin layer of thermolite insulation, 
yet you have a better control feel 
than other insulated cold weather 
gloves. Made of premium cowhide 
with padded knuckles, boxed fin-
gers, and a short gauntlet. they 
will quickly become your favorite 
gloves for chilly weekday com-
mutes. Goggle wiper is included 
on the left thumb. black. s–Xl.

#427 $74.00

ultraligHt stretcH 
microFiber

these are tough, and fit under even 
close-fitted gloves.  comforting extra 
warmth on a chilly morning. brushed 
stretch polyester liner conforms to the 
hand nicely. out lightest, thinnest syn-
thetic glove. black, M/l, l/Xl.

#471 $14.00

meDium weigHt brusHeD 
microFiber

Hand hugging four way stretch brushed 
polyester fabric offers superior wicking 
properties and a snug, comfortable 
fit. this liner keeps hands warmer for 
better control on chilly rides. black, 
M/l, l/Xl.

#473 $15.00

knit microFiber 
glove liner

Knit microfiber and lycra liners 
are breathable and offer excellent 
moisture wicking capabilities. they 
fit great and of fer extra protec-
tion for cool morning commutes. a 
great everyday layering glove too. 
black, M/l, l/Xl.

#474 $12.00
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colD weatHer waterprooF
a nylon outer shell, full cowhide palms and fingers, and a 
Gore-tex® insert that is nicely lined with Primaloft premium 
insulation, so they’re waterproof, windproof, breathable and 
cozy right down to your fingertips. these gloves also feature 
an easy to use cuff gathering system and an adjustable wrist 
strap for a secure, comfortable fit. Pleated fingers and knuck-
les provide added flexibility. suede wiper patches and a wiper 
blade built into the left index finger help maintain a clear 
view. s–Xl.

#1489 $74.00

 Hot 
weatHer vegan

a summer glove ideal for all warm to 
hot weather rides. this is a heavily 
vented design which wears cooler 
than any glove you probably have. 
the short style means no gauntlet...
but the design is still longer than 
most “shorty” gloves for added pro-
tection of the wrist. you’ll get lots of 
air up your sleeves after closing the 
rubber covered hook and loop strap, 
which is located in just the right spot 
to help add a bit of useful wrist pro-
tection. double layers of material in 
slide areas and over the thumb help, 
too. same knuckle protection as the 
3-season Vegan, in a lightweight, 
Kevlar reinforced, subtly styled, 
summer glove. lots of comfort and 
protection-tech...with less bling. even on 
a scorching day when little voices are whining 
about not wearing gloves because it’s too hot, 
you will be comfortable. you’ll hardly know these 
are even on. Promise. (also great for mountain biking.) 
these gloves run a little snug, so you may want to order a larger size 
than you normally would. s–Xl.

#435 $47.00

 vegan
this glove has a thumb-mounted squeegee for your visor and 
a nice compact gauntlet to keep the elements out of your 
sleeves. Good wicking and ventilation keep your hands from get-
ting clammy, but it’s not drafty or cold-feeling on cooler days. 
integrated knuckle guards make you feel like batman on night 
patrol, should the need arise to punch out a Joker. seriously, we 
tested them on a heavy bag and they work. an associate actually 
got carried away crash testing these babies and was unharmed 
after landing on his hands, very ungracefully, and then sliding 
clumsily down the street palms-first in an (estimated about 30 
mph...) get off. these gloves run a little snug, 
so you may want to order a larger size 
than you normally would. s-Xl.

#433 $57.00

TEXTILE GLOvES
Good rider’s gloves must provide dexterity, breathability, durability, protection, comfort and grip. If you’ve had textile gloves but were disappointed, or if you’ve only worn leather gloves and are 
skeptical, try the Vegan Gloves. You’ll be impressed. They feel natural from the moment you pull them on, and your hands will be all-day comfortable. If you should hit some rain, these will dry 
much faster than leather gloves — but they are not waterproof, so you’ll still want raincovers for serious weather. A Kevlar base fabric helps them stay together in a crash and well placed hidden 
hard armor protects the knuckles and critical finger areas. Aerostich Vegan Gloves provide protection, absorbency, comfort and breathability. These are more than better textile gloves, they’re 
great–wearing everyday riders’ gloves. And not just for vegetarians anymore.

XL XX

10.5 11.511 129.58

S M L

9 108.5
To find glove size place hand 
on diagram as shown. Need 
help? Call us: 800-222-1994.

NOTE: For Insulated Deerskin gloves (#423/#425) add ½ size.  For the Merino Wool Insulated Elkskin gloves (#469/#479) add 1.5 sizes.  
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pro series wicking socks
soft and well-made socks like these make riding 
and walking in motorcycle boots a pleasure and 
keep fatigue at bay. Made of an advanced mix of 
olefin, lumiza™, nylon and spandex, these year 
‘round weight socks feature an abrasion-resis-

tant achilles cradle and a cushioned sole, 
as well as an ultra-smooth toe enclosure 

and filet stitched instep. elasticized 
arch and ankle panels hug your 

feet for a snug, secure fit. 
the Medium Weight boot 
style features a fully cush-

ioned leg and shin panel to 
provide maximum warmth and comfort, 

and a turned welt top on all styles allows 
for a smooth, non-binding fit. all this adds up to 

comfort and a sock that won’t sag or bunch. on trips, wash 
in the motel or campground sink and dry by morning. Medium Weight are grey 
heather, and the slightly lighter Weight is solid white or black. M (5–8.5), l (9–12),  
Xl (12.5–15).

Light Weight White (M-L) #1410 $13.00
Medium Weight Black (M-L) #1411 $13.00
Medium Weight Grey (M-XL) #1412 $13.00

bootcreW

11”    15”

superFine wool socks
Wool is king. these long, boot style socks are 

built to keep your feet and lower legs cozy warm 
and dry. both have a wool inner layer, providing 
a perfect balance of warmth and moisture con-
trol in a wide range of conditions. the italian 
Wool (black/grey stripes) socks are soft, with a 

superfine toe seam for added comfort. Made from 
a blend of 40% Merino wool and 60% acrylic/lycra, 
the higher wool content adds a little bulk, but pro-
vides maximum warmth and performance all ride 
long. the taller Merino Wool (grey patterned) socks 
are 25% Merino/50% Primaloft/25% nylon/lycra, 
for a tri-layer blend providing an exceptional com-

bination of wicking, warmth, durability and 
comfort in a slightly thinner, finer weave. 

M (5.5-9.5), l (10-12.5), Xl (13-15).
Italian Wool 2 pair 

M, L, XL #1406 $20.00
Merino Wool 1 pair 
M, L #1414 $22.00

tecHnical 
antibacterial socks

these attractive socks are joined together 
stitch by a special sewing stitch resulting in no 
ridges, and administering the ultimate in com-
fort. no wrinkles equals no abrasions or blisters. 

a strong elastic at the top of a sock is not suf-
ficient to keep a sock in place. these socks have 

additional lycra support sections throughout the 
calf, so you won’t find them cutting off circulation 
or falling down into your boot. High-friction areas 
contain two sections of polyamide, a technical 

fiber that provides life-long treatment against 
odor, fungus and bacteria, and extraordinary 

wicking capabilities result in enhanced 
comfort. the boot socks, made 
of 75% antimicrobial treated 
schoeller Polycolon and 25% 

Polyamide/lycra, are longer to 
provide additional warmth to lower leg. 
the crew socks, made of 75% coolmax 

Fresh and 25% Polyamide/lycra, wear slightly 
higher than a normal sock in order to accommodate riding boots. built to last. 
M (5.5-9.5), l (10-12.5), Xl (13-15).

Boot (Black/Red) #1407 $18.00
Crew (Black/Grey) #1413 $15.00

copper sole atHletic socks
copper sole technology eliminates 99.9% of bacteria, fungi and 
odor in these comfortable high-tech socks. Unique support at arch 
for added performance and comfort with elastic infused uppers to 
ensure they stay in place during a hard ride. embedded copper ions 
in sock fibers regenerate, creating permanent protective barrier. 

copper also plays a vital role in collagen formation, so wearing 
these socks makes for better looking and better smelling 

feet. Moisture-Guard wicking system and 10% copper 
cUPron™ yarn, make these the most comfort-

able socks ever to grace your feet. tallish crew 
height. M (5.5-8), l (8.5-12), Xl (13-15).

#1443 $10.00 

merino wool 
luXury socks

these performance socks are made from the high-
est-grade wool available, resulting in unmatched 
comfort and moisture management capability. 
because the wool fibers have a natural crimp to 
them, they are cushiony and return to their origi-

nal shape instantly. Made with just enough 
stretch nylon to ensure a snug fit. non-

itchy as well as being machine 
wash and dryable, these socks 
are at home inside motorcycle 

boots like no others we’ve tried. 
light Weight is grey or black, while the 

Medium is grey. crew height. M (6–8.5), l 
(9–11.5), Xl (12–14.5). 

Light Weight Black (M–L) #1416 $16.00
Light Weight Grey (M–XL) #415 $18.00

Med. Weight Grey (M–XL) #1415 $20.00

bamboo cHarcoal socks
Weird if you think about it, but nirvana for your feet. advanced nano-
technology permanently melds the ancient beneficial properties of 
bamboo charcoal into the natural fibers of this sock. the result is a 
supple and incredibly comfortable 200 thread count knit that contin-
ues to get fluffier and softer with each washing. every fiber is infused 

with charcoal to provide true odor eating and anti-microbial prop-
erties within a unique three-dimensional weave pattern that 

delivers exceptional moisture wicking ability. and (… “but 
wait, there’s more!”) as the socks are worn and 

heated by the body, good negative ions are also 
released, promoting increased foot health and 

improved circulation. Made from renewable organic 
materials, these luxurious socks are not only good for your 

feet and your health, but are good for the planet too. one wearing will make you a 
believer. s/M (6.5-9), M/l (9.5-13).

#430 $19.00

SOCK HEIGHTS

silver lining trekking socks
every pair of riding boots can now literally have a silver lining with 
these technologically advanced socks. the unique dual-action 

silver drystat® polypropylene yarn offers superior wicking and anti-
bacterial properties with integrated silver ions in the fiber core. a 
medium weight soft padded footbed provides exceptional cushion-
ing, while the patented graduated compression design of the boot-
cut uppers are scientifically designed to enhance ankle support, 
stimulate circulation, provide relief from cramps, alleviate swelling 

and make feet more happy and comfortable in any riding condi-
tions. Made from 75% silver drystat, 15% spandex and 10% 

lycra, these are built to last and engineered for comfort. 
Grey. s (5-7), M (7.5-10), l (10.5-13).

#431 $32.00
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neos aDventurer 
oversHoes

looking real cool in an errol Flynn 
meets neil armstrong kinda way, 

these were originally designed for 
winter and foul weather foot com-
muters. they also happen to work 
real well as motorcycle rain over-
boots. these are made of 100% 
waterproof cordura to a height of 

15", and pack down enough to 
fit in an area the same size 

as a pair of sneakers. 
a lightweight high-

traction sole holds 
up be t te r  than 

conventional motor-
cycle “bootie” t ype 

rain footwear. an easy-on/
easy-off design makes them quick to use. black.  

M (7–8.5), l (9–10.5), Xl (11–12), XXl (12.5–13.5).
#414 $97.00

tingley boots
nearly ever yone who 

must be outdoors 
in bad weather uses 
these tough 10" high 

rubber boots. Farmers, 
construction workers and 

hardcore everyday riders know and 
appreciate how this design stretches 
easily over bulky boots (removes 
easily also) and offers 
superb protection 
from rain and snow. 
durable, lightweight 
(13 oz.), abrasion resistant, 
will not stiffen or crack in cold weather, 
thick slip-resistant tread for traction on 
all surfaces, and the shaped sole will not roll 
around your boot’s welt, even if you wear them all day long. Perfect to keep in the 

garage for commuting on bad days, but you will also find 
yourself using them for many non-riding tasks where you 
need a comfortable, tough waterproof overboot. black. s 
(6.5–8), M (8-9.5), l (9.5-11), Xl (11-12.5).

#403 $35.00

rain boot covers 
Generic imported rain overboots that fold small and 
pack anywhere in the included 7"×7" nylon storage 

bag. essential kit for long trips where rain is expected 
and luggage space is at a minimum. they 

will keep your feet dry in all day 
rain rides. except for that they 
are use-

less, and 
we hate them. 

black. s, M, l, Xl.
#402 $27.00

 emergency boot raincovers
seam sealed black ripstop nylon raincovers that are strong enough to stop rain and road spray 

all day on a thousand mile rainy day, but pack small enough to carry along and are ready when 
you need them. a reversed waterproof zipper makes them fast and easy to put on and remove. 
they are all that’s needed to get home from work with dry feet and boots if the weather 
changes unexpectedly too. each cover neatly stores into a built-in hook & loop closed pouch 
that’s only 3"×4"×1.3". M (7–9), l (10–12), Xl (13–14).

#407 $67.00

folds into toefast rear zip and reflectors

sealskinZ waterprooF socks
during a day-long, hammering rain we all know that the most 
“waterproof” of boots can sometimes leak. or at least seem kinda 
damp the next day. sealskinz socks are made of a thin, stretchy, 
waterproof/breathable fabric that is constructed in a seamless, 
comfortable method that allows perspiration to escape, while 
keeping your tootsies dry. their 100% waterproof engineered 

fabric was developed by duPont scientists and really works. they 
pack smaller than the smallest rain overboots and are great 

to carry on a trip for those long, soggy days. dry feet go a 
long ways towards making foul weather riding tolera-

ble. black. s(5–6), M(7–9), l(10–11), Xl(12–13). 
#417 $37.00 

wick Dry ultraligHt liner socks
these moisture wicking liner socks add comfort and extra warmth 

that feels great all day long. they are super thin and wear flat, so 
they are perfect for layering in combination with heavier weight 
socks on chilly days without cramping or bunching inside your boots. 

When used with another pair of socks in warmer or wet weather, 
they will keep your feet drier by adding an extra wicking layer. 

these are super-comfortable, pack in nano-space, and dry 
out fast after being washed in a motel bathroom sink. 

M(5–8.5), l(9–12), Xl(13–15).
#1417 $6.00

storage bag
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glove boot helmet

 glove, boot, anD Helmet Dogs
Made of cotton flannel tightly filled with red cedar chips and a drying agent, this 
insert speeds drying and neutralizes odors, leaving behind a long-lasting fresh-
ness. their purifying and moisture-wicking action is effective for a long time (more 
than a year...), even with daily use. a natural alternative to liquid deodorizing solu-
tions created by the petrochemical industry. 

Glove #1486 $12.00
Boot #1487 $12.00

Helmet #1493 $16.00
Boot, Helmet and Glove Dogs SAvE $6.00 #1471 $34.00

portable 
electric 

Dryer
Got a nasty case of good ol’ 
stinkfoot? been walking or 
riding all day in soggy boots 
or shoes? From the same 
makers of the electric dryer, 
this version is designed 
specifically for footwear. the 

built-in UV light rids shoes of 
the worst smells by eliminating 

stank nasties like bacteria, viruses and 
fungi. ewwww. temperature regulating technol-

ogy ensures that the dryers will never overheat. Fits all types of footwear: riding, 
work, sport and hiking boots; athletic, dress and casual shoes; ski boots, skates, 
etc. standard household plug-in, 12V cigarette lighter 
adapter and soft travel bag included. Weighs around 
1 lb. noiseless operation. 7.5"×2.6"×2.3" (each, col-
lapsed), 8"×8"×2.6" (each, unfolded). 

#1427 $45.00

aluminum mini umbrella 
We have heard of people going to motorcycle rallies 
where it didn’t rain... and although it’s quite possible 
to bench race and tell lies without an umbrella, having 

one along tends to make the best of unfortunate 
meteorological circumstances. this lightweight eight 

stay (most mini’s have only six) aluminum umbrella features a wooden handle, 
strong all-aluminum frame and a nylon canopy. comes with an unlimited lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty. 42" canopy. Folds to 10", 12 oz.

#4063 $24.00

packable Jumbo bumbersHoot
this two-person auto open/close umbrella is perfect 

for motorcycle packing. black anodized aluminum 
ribs make it lightweight and a three section steel shaft 

makes it strong. a unique vented outer cover makes it easier to control in windy 
conditions and a nylon case with a belt loop snap hook makes it easy to carry 
when it’s not raining. the big 54" arc is large enough to protect two people in hard 
storms and the one handed auto open/close feature is cool to deploy as you exit 
your tent. snap, zzzip, pop!...drum tight. 54" canopy. Folds to 14", 18 oz.

#1758 $42.00

steve thoMPson,  Mt. haMilton Ca. Photo By BoB stokstad (2011)
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rain glove covers
enjoy the same control feel, and abrasion protec-
tion of your regular leather gloves in lousy weather. 
XXl industrial dish gloves fit easily over your regular 
leather gloves to keep your hands dry and they pack 
very small. (May not fit really big gloved hands). 
one size. blue.

#436 $3.00

nikwaX glove prooF 
a water-based compound, very effective on leather or synthet-
ics. comes in an easy-to-use 4 oz. bottle. Helps leather last 
longer and hands stay drier. 

#1368 $8.00

  triple Digit glove covers 
it is possible to enjoy warm, dry hands while being plastered and hammered and 
hosed. the thin ripstop nylon laminated fabric breathes enough during rain condi-
tions so your skin won’t become clammy. the oversize gauntlets slide on easily 
and allow a secure grip when used over your regular (crash protective) gloves. an 
elastic drawcord with a tethered cordlock keeps them in place. Hook & loop wrist 
cinches are ergonomically reversed and easier to 
use. they pack very small, so you’ll always have them 
ready. there’s scotchlite reflective for nighttime hand 
signaling, and a left thumb visor squeegee. to work 
best, size to fit over regular crash protective gloves. 
For glove sizes s or 7-8, use a size M. For glove sizes 
M/l or 9-10, use a size l. For size Xl or 11+, use size 
Xl. orange or black. M–Xl. specify color.

#442 $47.00

proHeat Heat pack
boy are these neat! and lifesavers on a cold day. 
these tough vinyl bags are filled with a solution of 
sodium acetate. When the disc inside the pack is 
“clicked,” the liquid turns to a solid, crystalline 
mass that goes to 130°F instantly and, depending 
on conditions, will stay that way for a half-hour of 
heat where you need it. neat technology, and easily 
recharged/reliquified by boiling. can be reused up 
to 40 times. 3.25"×4.25".

#1402 $6.00

warm packs
When your hands are cold 
and you’ve still got 200 
miles to go, pull two of these 

out of your tank bag. the safe 
and odorless chemical pack is acti-

vated for a one-time use, producing 
heat of 150°F. the foot packs are formu-

lated to work in a low oxygen environment.
1 Body (4"×5", 24 hrs) #531 $1.50

2 Hand (2.25"×4", 10 hrs) #532 $1.50
2 Foot (4"×4", 7 hrs) #533 $1.50

 
ultraligHt 
rain pants

these waterproof nylon pants 
pack away small yet are strong 

enough to thwart rain and 
road spray. if you ride in 
jeans and a jacket and the 
weather changes during 

the day, they’ll get you home 
dry. Ultralight rain Pants self-
store in a 4"×5"×1.5" integral 
zippered pocket. long water-
proof side zips and fly zips 
make them easy to get on and 
off over footwear. Fully seam 
sealed. an elastic drawstring 
waist keeps them up. not 
intended for hard everyday 
use, but perfect to stash in a 
courier bag, fairing pocket or 
wherever you might need them 
when it decides to rain. never 
worry about where to f ind 
garbage bags and duct tape. 
M (32"–34"×30.5"r, 32.5"l), 
l (36"–38"×32"r, 34"l), or 
Xl (40"–42"×33.5"r, 35.5"l).

Regular #409 $82.00
Long #419 $82.00

folds into its oWn pocket
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Wedgecleated

nikwaX 
aqueous waX

High wax content leather 
conditioner. For increased 
efficiency, use it on wet 
leather. buf fs to a nice 
sheen, and can be used 
on oil or chrome-tanned 
leathers. 

#1338 $8.00

Freesole
this urethane based shoe 
repair sealant forms a tough, 
flexible, waterproof finish. 
strong adhesive qualities, 
so it’s useful on a variety of 
surfaces. dries in 24 hours. 
1 oz.

 #1336 $7.00

tuFF toe
two-part poly-urethane adhesive with 
abrasion resistant and waterproofing 
abilities forms a layer of armor on the 
toe of your boots. easy to use. black. 

#1225 $20.00

pecarD 
motorcycle 

leatHer 
lotion

cleans, polishes, and 
restores suppleness of 
leathers. safe for all 
colors. not for use on 
suede. 4 oz. bottle. Made 
in Green bay, Wi.

#1339 $6.00

tectron Dwr boot 
protector

renews and enhances the 
water repellent coating 
of leather and synthetic 
footwear. ideal for leather 
boots and shoes. 4.25 oz. 
aerosol. 

 #1342 $6.00

aquaseal 
leatHer 

conDitioner
extremely viscous 
silicone with a propri-
etary blend of waxes 

and special oils that condi-
tion leather and keep it breathable.

#336 $7.00

cHelsea 
leatHer 

FooD
Proper boot dubbin 

from england, where 
they know a thing or 

two about preserving 
leather in the face of damp weather 
and dank conditions. all natural. 
specify black or natural.

#1346 $14.00

cbt spare parts
Grey Cleated Sole (Specify Boot Size) #408 $27.00

Amber Wedge Sole (Specify Boot Size) #410 $27.00
Boot Straps (Specify Boot Type) #411 $12.00

Buckles (Specify Boot Type) #413 $12.00
Laces #412 $7.00

 combat lites 
More ideal for general touring, everyday urban 
riding and all day street and general purpose wear. 

obviously shorter and lighter, but incorporating the 
identical heavy duty materials, design features, and 

construction quality of the original combat touring 
boot. top grain leather and fully leather lined. 
compared to most general purpose and riding 

boots, the lite has fewer individual leather 
pieces, less seams and is a stronger and longer 

lasting boot. the inner speed laces and instep buckle 
provide a better and more secure fit than any slip-on 
“engineer” type boot. the lower shaft fits riders with 
extra large calf muscles better, too. black. 11" tall (2.42 
lb. per boot) Medium Width. Wedge or cleated sole. 
7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10, 11, 11.5, 12.5, 13.5, 14, 15.

Cleated Sole #404 $297.00
Wedge Sole #484 $297.00

competition cbt boot laces
these competition laces are designed to be more 
durable and convenient to use than the standard 
laces. the tighter weave nylon material frays less, 
and the shorter overall length means less excess lace 
to tuck under the outer flap. cordlock not included 
— we recommend re-using the cordlock from the 
existing laces.

#416 $7.00
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greg FraZier 
stasH pockets

Probably the most secure 
place on your person to 
keep money and valuable 
papers. adhesive hook & loop 
attaches a secret fold-over 
wallet made of thin nylon to 
your boot’s inner calf or front 

gusset. large enough to hold a bunch of money 
(or whatever else you don’t want found). For some 
reason neither thieves nor third world border inspec-
tors check moto-travelers smelly, dirty boots. (?!) 
Hmmm...at least not Greg’s. set of two pockets: 
3.25"×4.5" and 6.75"×2.75".

#405 $24.00

 
boot Dogs

this cotton flannel insert is chock 
full of red cedar chips which speeds 
drying and neutralizes odors. their purifying and mois-
ture-wicking action is effective for more than a year, 
even with daily use. these things work.

#1487 $12.00
Glove, Boot, and Helmet Dogs SAvE $6.00 #1471 $34.00

siZing insoles
Perfect for custom-fitting combat touring boots, 
especially if your foot falls between sizes. Makes 
boots feel like they were custom made and adjusts 
for varying sock thicknesses. they’ll also provide the 
same fitting effect with older, stretched and worn 
boots. these insoles feature a patented etc® fabric 
top cover that is cool and long wearing. a firm poly-
ethylene mid foam over a molded and shaped arch 
platform provide scientifically researched foot sup-
port that translates to less fatigue, reduced shock, 
and all-day walking comfort. two thicknesses: high 
profile (thicker) for boots with more volume or low 
profile (thinner) for boots with less volume. trim 
them for a custom fit. 5.5–7, 7.5–9, 9.5–11, 11.5–13, 
13.5–15.

Low Profile #1452 $40.00
High Profile #1454 $40.00

selF molDing insoles
the next best thing to a custom prescription ortho-
pedic. Most insoles simply condense and compact 
under pressure. these are designed with a footbed 
that self-molds to your unique foot shape, cushion-
ing and mirroring each foot for increased comfort, 
control and support. once you slip into a pair, you’ll 
feel the stress in your mid-foot disappear. the more 
you wear them, the better they fit and feel. two thick-
nesses: medium profile (thicker) works best if you’re 
between boot sizes, or low-profile (thinner) uses 
minimal boot space. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 

Low Profile #1456 $40.00
Medium Profile #1455 $40.00

 
combat touring boots

the tougher your riding, the better this boot will 
feel. combat touring boots are as strong as the 

bulkiest specialized off-road footwear, yet are 
designed to fit easily under your pants for 
everyday wear. as soon as you put them on you 
will feel more support and protection than ordi-

nary street boots can offer. combat touring boots 
are manufactured exclusively for us by sidi using the 

best materials and their most experienced bootmakers. 
they feature quality full grain leather throughout, a davos 
competition motocross sole, scotchlite™ reflective in the 
heel gusset, generous internal ankle and toe padding, and 
a special padded collar at the top. the inner speed lace/
cordlock setup with micro-adjustable arch buckle and outer 
hook & loop calf closure insures a protective, comfortable fit. 
combat touring boots will take somewhat longer to form to your 
feet compared to cheaper boots, but they will outlast them by 
years. From time to time, apply any good waterproofing prod-
uct and they will mostly eliminate the need for carrying rain-
boots. Whenever regular motocross boots are too clumsy and 
street boots are too wimpy, these are perfect. a great value. 
black. 14" tall (2.7 lb. per boot) Medium Width. Wedge 
or cleated sole. 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10, 11, 11.5, 12.5, 
13.5, 14, 15.

Cleated Sole #480 $347.00
Wedge Sole #400 $347.00

“Got over the price after my $100 boots (from a major mfr) started falling apart after only a year. After 4 months I have every expectation the Combats 
will last plenty long enough to justify the upfront cost. Did not soak but they broke in fairly quickly. I have three bikes, all with very different shifter geom-
etry but the Combats are fine on all of them. Makes every other boot I’ve ever worn on a bike seem wimpy in comparison. Big plus—I severely sprained 
my left ankle on a road trip and the Combats really helped me get thru the 800 mile ride home by keeping the ankle braced and fairly immobile, despite 
shifting. Sizing is a bit tricky for a woman. I have the Euro 41 US 7 (smallest available but slightly oversized for me), usually wear a women’s US 8.5 or 9. 
Must add insoles in warm weather. But plenty of room for thick wool socks in the cold weather.” —customer review from Melanie
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Fast wicking unDerwear 
cooler and drier than cotton underwear, and perfect for multi-day 
trips. Wash out in any sink (and they’ll be dry by morning) so you 
don’t have to pack as many. designed for maximum next-to-the-
skin comfort and microclimatic efficiency, this first-layer will 
keep you comfortable. trapping warm air next to your skin and 
allowing moisture to be transported away is the key feature of 
this fabric. skinetics® is an advanced wicking fast-dry knit 
(dries three times faster than cotton). constructed with 
durable, comfortable flat seams, and shaped to eliminate 
bunching and wrinkling. an ideal first layer. black. s–Xl. 

Long Sleeve Top (Black) #1810 $28.00
Short Sleeve Top (Black) #1811 $20.00

Fly Front Brief (Grey or Black) #1812 $16.00
Boxer (Grey or Black) #1813 $18.00

golD belt® kiDney belt
the classic motorcyclists’ riding belt. Used for years by off-road racers and 
recreational dual sport riders, the Gold belt’s support is valuable for on-road 
rides as well. Whether you ride an st, a Gs, or a Klr, the added comfort this 
belt provides will enable you to ride farther harder and feel it less later. (Makes 
you look like you don’t have a big ol’ gut, too.) black. Waist sizes: s (25–36), 
M (27–36), l (36–44), Xl (36–48).

#1809 $35.00

merino wool unDerwear
luxuriously soft, moisture-wicking, Merino wool makes a great foundation layer. 
tailored with a contoured fit, all seams are sewn flat for comfort, and the 
collar and fly are double-stitched to keep out drafts. they wear great across 

a very broad temperature range. dry overnight after motel sink wash-
outs. short sleeve top (off white or black) and long sleeve top (black) 
available in M–XXl. bottom (black) available in M(32-34), l(36-38),  

Xl(40-42), XXl(44-46).
Short Sleeve Top (Off-White or Black) #1882 $45.00

Long Sleeve Top (Black) #1884 $55.00
Bottom (Black) #1886 $45.00

eco-tHermal unDerwear
soft, lightweight garments that are com-
fortable to wear and good for the environ-
ment. Made from 31% recycled polyester 
and 69% bamboo fibers, the fabric feels 
like cotton and works naturally to wick 
moisture from your skin. bamboo is a 
highly renewable resource, requires 
no pesticides to grow or chlorine to 
process, plus it’s naturally antimi-
crobial and hypoallergenic. absorbs 
and evaporates perspiration more 
effectively than all-synthetic materials 
and efficiently keeps you warm in the 
winter and cooler in the summer. ideal 
layering wear for a ride in any weather. Warning: 
Use caution wearing these comfy thermals 
anywhere close to the habitat of a hungry Giant 
Panda bear…mmmm, tasty bamboo. black. 
M (38-40), l (42-44), Xl (46-48).

Top (Black) #2860 $35.00
Bottom (Black) #2861 $35.00
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merino riDing sHorts
these are really terrific riding shorts. the form-fit-
ting, temperature-regulating shorts are made of 
Merino wool in an eight-panel design, translating to 
a fatigue-free ride via proper support in all the right 
places. Merino wool is naturally moisture-wicking 
and dehumidifies your body, so you won’t find your-
self sitting in a pool of sweat no matter how long 
you ride. these things really work, and they look and 
feel good, too. Give your butt a break. M (31–33),  
l (34–36), Xl (37–39).

#1853 $97.00

 riDing sHorts
one of the best technology crossovers from bicycling 
to motorcycling are padded, stretchy shorts. really. 
if you’ve never worn these things on a long ride, 
you owe it to yourself. they seem to add another 
couple hundred miles to a day, as they keep the 
“fanny agony” at bay longer than yer basic briefs. 
these are a modified version of bicycle shorts, cut 
slightly shorter in the legs, and with all the lycra 
and fleece of the originals. Put a stop to chaf-
ing, stay comfortable and keep riding! (also an old 
iron butt rider’s secret weapon.) black. s (24–28),  
M (28–32), l (32–36), Xl (36–40).

#1856 $37.00

WEARING SHORTS UNDER RIDING SUITS & RIDING PANTS
In the past we have recommended wearing long sleeve shirts and long pants underneath Aerostich suits. We still do, but after seeing thousands of crash-damaged suits, I’m 
more relaxed about wearing shorts and a t-shirt underneath. Especially for casual riding, touring, and traveling. There are trade-offs, but wearing shorts under Aerostich suits 
can make warm weather rides a lot more comfortable. The shorts can be cotton, synthetic or blended fabrics. Shorts are also great at any roadside stops or destinations after 
your suit is off, and combined with tall riding boots they make an attractively hip look, right?

—Mr. Subjective (February, 2006)

miD-weigHt cotton twill sHorts 
these comfy 100% cotton shorts are great for wearing under a riding suit or for relaxing with friends after a long ride. Made of a mid-weight 
comfy brushed cotton twill that gets more comfy with each laundering. an elastic waistband and adjustable front belt ensure a comfy fit. two 
side pockets hold stuf f.  Go commando. ride comfy. black or Green. We make these ourselves, right alongside the roadcrafters.  M (32-34), 
l (34-36), Xl (36-38), XXl (38-40), XXXl (40-42) specify 9" inseam or the risqué 6" inseam.

#2859 $47.00

tougH cotton sHorts
originally intended for rock climbers, these shorts are made of heavy duty, yet soft cotton canvas. 
the style of cut and the gussets are designed to allow a free range of motion and not bind or cause 
discomfort. low profile waist with adjustable webbed belt for comfort. Front thigh and rear zipped 
pockets. these are well made shorts intended to hold up under the most rigorous conditions. and 
nothing absorbs and cools like cotton, or becomes as soft and comfortable after a few washes. 10.5" 
inseam. tan or otter. M (31–33), l (34–37), Xl (38–41).

#2865 $45.00

sitrelieF riDing sHorts
the price for high-mileage riding is often a chronically 
sore tail-bone, especially for riders with scrawny, er, 
lean backsides. the shape-hugging-fit of the 92% 
Polyester / 8% spandex material in these padded 
riding shorts provide a secure fit with exceptional 
airflow through the lightweight, perforated fabric. a 
resilient, anatomically designed foam pad covers the 
entire sitting area from waist to mid-thigh, providing 
extended sitting comfort both on and off the bike. 
Makes your butt look sexy and your pants fit better 
too. Machine washable and fast drying, these made 
in the Usa shorts also feature a fly-in-front design for 
easier access when nature calls. essential equipment 
for extended all-day riding comfort, or anywhere you 
want to help prevent a pain in your ass. really. black. 
s (31-33), M (34-36), l (37-39), Xl (39-41). 

#2867 $87.00
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nikwaX wool wasH
increases your wool garments’ 
natural wicking proper ties and 
removes dir t and odors. Works 
on fine Merino garments. Water-
based, so it is gentle on the envi-
ronment. 5 oz.

#1369 $6.00

ligHtweigHt merino wool Zip-neck Jersey
Merino wool is the finest, sof test, itch-free wool available. this 
very lightweight jersey feels like every inch of that. it will keep 
you warm, but it’s breathable and won’t make you overheat. it’s 
versatile enough to wear as a primary mid or under-layer while 
riding and comfortable enough for lounging around the house. 
the neck is cut slightly higher for warmth. Machine washable. 
stone or black. 12 oz. M–XXl.

#1849 $87.00

microFleece pullover 
simple, effective, lighter weight polyester fleece insulation that’s 

easy to wear, small to pack and a bargain buy. this chillnot 
fleece is thicker than long underwear but slightly thinner 
than most regular fleece items — just enough insulation to 
provide comfort on cool mornings and evenings. Machine 
washable. black or royal. M–XXl.

#2856 $57.00

merino wool Full-Zip sweater
this sweater is comfy enough on your skin to be used as an inner layer, yet 

substantial enough to be used as a mid or outer layer. 100% dense-
knit Merino wool resists wind and keeps you toasty, yet breathes 

so you won’t sweat to death. Full zipper and zippered chest 
pocket. lower in the back with an interior chin/wind guard 

and flatlock seams throughout. this is a beautiful item, and 
the best sweater you will ever own. (the sample didn’t make 
it into our showroom — for testing purposes, or so we were 
told...) travel washes and dries well. blue, black or red. 
18 oz. M–Xl. XXl available in black only.

#1848 $147.00
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 winDstopper® Jersey 
a lightweight and versatile garment that’s a valuable layering compo-

nent in mixed weather, or as a pullover shirt for knocking around 
the race or rally site on cool mornings or evenings. Folds/packs 

into a self-storing pocket so you’ll have it along when the 
weather changes and you  need added protection from stiff 

breezes and chill. Made of Gore-teX® WindstoPPer® 
fabric that stops, as you would imagine, all wind from 

drawing your body heat away. elbows incorporate light 
padding and a zippered pocket on the left arm is 

perfect for a phone or iPod. a handy and practical 
clothing item to have along. larger cut facilitates 
easy on/off. Green, blue or tan. M–XXl. Usa.

#1859 $87.00

 oFF-roaD Jersey
Made of a substantial polyester, with a bit more body than most, this 
comfortable knit jersey maintains a comfortable “touch” even when 
wet. lightly padded elbows and lycra collar and cuffs ensure dura-
bility and a good fit. simple is good. self-stores in its own hidden 
pocket. We make these ourselves, right alongside the roadcrafter 
and darien suits. black, Green or Grey. M–XXl. Usa. 

#1867 $47.00

nikwaX tecH wasH
non-detergent liquid soap specially formulated to 
protect the waterproof/breathable qualities of out-
door fabrics better than conventional liquid deter-
gents. an excellent prep-wash for nikWax’s Wash-in 
Waterproofer. biodegradable. 10 oz.

#333 $9.00 

sleeve pocketself store pocket

ultraligHt winDprooF innersHell
Keep the wind where it belongs. this innershell is a highly breathable mid-layer 
that resists wind, and adds significant warmth and comfort in a nano-tiny package. 
the diagonal zipper allows you to easily reach into a shirt pocket without removal. 
Fleece lined collar for extra comfort. Made of ripstop fabric that’s strong, yet light 
as a feather. comes with its own 2.25"×5" stuff sack. Functional and looks cool. 
3 oz. black. M–XXl.

#2823 $97.00 

100%
Guaranteed

duLL
no Gaudy

appLied LoGo

or desiGns
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 arborwear gusseteD canvas pants 
Heavy duty pants designed for tree climbing. sounds like ideal wear for casual trips on the bike, yes? no 
substitute for specialized protective gear of course, but a lot better than regular jeans. their purposeful 
construction for tree climbing also applies well to riding, as you can throw your leg over and settle in, enjoy-
ing the gusseted crotch and resultant freedom of movement. Made of strong, pre-washed 12 oz. canvas and 
featuring a double-layered panel from the knee to mid-thigh, with hook & loop closed access for knee-
pads, these exceptionally well-made pants are both comfortable and durable. (arborwear hard shell 

 Pad system is not integrated with the roadcrafter or darien Pads.) charcoal. 28–30, 28–32, 
30–30, 30–32, 32–30, 32–32, 34–30, 34–32, 34–34, 36–30, 36–32, 36–34, 38–30, 38–32, 38–34,  
40–30, 40–32, 40–34, 42–30, 42–32.

Pants #2814 $77.00
TF3 Pad Set #2815 $27.00

Replacements Pads (each) #2816 $18.00 

 protekt Jeans
old school straight leg jeans with a new trick: Knee pad pockets accessed via hidden outseam zippers allowing the 
knee armor to be removed or replaced in seconds while wearing the jeans. no other riding jeans do that. otherwise 
this is the classic design, carefully made of 100% cotton, heavy duty, unwashed 14 oz denim, with a second layer 
of the same tough denim behind the seat and knees. For increased abrasion resistance. this denim’s a bit heavier-
duty than the more common 10-12 oz types that stores carry. the optional 

 armor knee pads are soft and flexible until impact when they instantly 
stiffen to absorb energy. the harder the blow, the stiffer they resist. Unwashed 
denim needs several wearings and a wash or two to break in. they shrink to fit 
better, and wear much longer. the stitching is double and triple where needed, 
and a diamond crotch gusset means ease and comfort in the saddle and as you 
move around. With the pads removed these jeans look and feel just like any 

regular jeans. so ride to your job, take out the pads, work all day, put the pads 
back in and ride home. they’ll quickly become your favorites, on and off the bike. 
Made here in america. Patent applied for. 32–30, 32–32, 34–30, 34–32, 34–34, 
34-36, 36–30, 36–32, 36–34, 36-36, 38–30, 38–32, 38–34, 38-36, 40–30, 

40–32, 40–34, 40-36, 42–30, 42–32.
#2829 $97.00

TF3 Pad Set #2815 $27.00
Replacement Pads (each) #2816 $18.00

 knee pads

Features:
�Unique�hidden�zipper�knee�pad�compartments
Tough,�yet�comfortable�double�layer�denim�
Removable� �knee�pad�system
Diamond�gusset�design
Triple�stitched�in�places
Practical,�durable�and�cool�looking

•
•
•
•
•
•

 protekt kHakis
these pants will help you be more productive, work happier and ride more, no kidding. designed for the urban 
commuter, these highly constructed, american made, 100% cotton twill khaki pants are equally at home in 
the office, out on the town or riding down the road, thanks to the hidden knee pad pockets and durable, triple 
layer construction. concealed outseam knee zippers open to reveal knee pad pockets, allowing easy fitting or 
removal of  impact armor, while wearing the pants. the optional tF armor knee pads are soft and flex-
ible until impact when they instantly stiffen to absorb energy. remove the pads in seconds once you arrive 
at work and these khaki pants look and function like standard-issue office wear. a triple layer knee and 
seat area include a hidden 200d cordura middle layer combined with an additional inner cotton liner for 
enhanced abrasion resistance, with double and triple stitched areas 
for increased durability. ride to work, remove the pads, work all day 
and quickly install pads again for the ride home. innovative design for 
real-world function and protection for everyday, around-town riding. 

Machine washable. available in May-June of 2012. Made in Usa. Patent 
applied for. 32–30, 32–32, 34–30, 34–32, 34–34, 34-36, 36–30, 

36–32, 36–34, 36-36, 38–30, 38–32, 38–34, 38-36, 40–30, 40–32, 
40–34, 40-36, 42–30, 42–32.

#2869 $97.00
TF3 Pad Set #2815 $27.00

Replacements Pads (each) #2816 $18.00
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engineer’s cotton 
riDing sHirt

you just can’t find this sort of heavy-duty 9 oz. long 
sleeved 100% cotton shirt anymore, not even at 
those incredible hardware stores you see in rural 
small towns. We’ve sold this style shirt for years, 
but when the original supplier recently started 
making them somewhere else (and the quality got 
crappy), we found another manufacturer still making 
them right here in the U.s.a., with better durability 
and higher quality than the originals. it’s perfect for 

riding because it combines superior comfort with cast iron durability. like denim, it becomes better 
with age. you won’t see this shirt on someone else unless they’re running an electroMotive diesel. 
White & blue. M–XXl.

With Aero’ Patch #1845 $36.00
Without Aero’ Patch #645 $34.00

suppleX® sHirt
the best travel shirt. summer weight supplex nylon has a 
unique moisture-management treatment to help dis-
perse perspiration. it looks and feels like cotton, but 
dries much faster. a loose cut and strategically 
placed mesh panels allow plenty of airflow. 

this shirt has a UPF (UV Protection Factor) of 30. its extra 
high, flip-up collar protects your neck and the rubber buttons 
won’t scratch anything. one chest pocket and one “napoleon” 
pocket. imported. light tan or blue. M–Xl.

#1860 $67.00

suppleX® convertible pants
not only are these pants more versatile and lighter than 
your jeans...they’ll wear more comfortably, too. one secret 
is the two layer supplex® twill which is soft-but-strong 
and has been specially treated to move moisture away 
from your skin. both the seat and knees are reinforced 
for long wear. the waist features a unique conical curve 
for a perfect fit over your hips. a soft microfiber cham-
ois lines the waistband. a gusseted crotch provides 
freedom of movement and ankle zips allow you to slip 
them on and off over your boots. two front cargo pock-
ets and two rear hook & loop pockets. Great UPF pro-
tection. these are the best and most comfortable zip-off 
leg travel pants made. imported. tan, Green, Grey or otter.  
M (31–33), l (34–37), Xl (38–41).

#1862 $97.00

microFiber packable sHirt
if you do not yet have a microfiber shirt, give this one 
a try. it’s a quality shirt and a nice bargain.the great 
thing about all microfiber shirts is if (when...) you spill 
a soft drink (or whatever) all over yourself, simply 
rinse and wring them dry and 
you’re immediately ready to be 
a klutz all over again. try that 
with a regular t-shirt and you’ll 
end up wearing a wet t-shirt for 
the next several hours. this 
long wearing shirt has several useful pockets and 
a nice clean design. in hot weather it’s cool to wear 
and provides good sun protection. it’s great to have 
a microfiber shirt along for hot weather, as a change 
of clothing, or for an extra layer on a cool evening. 

Green, tan or rust. imported. M–Xl.
#1864 $47.00

MICROFIBER
Microfiber fabrics feel like cotton, wear like iron, 
and drip dry very fast. Plus, they pack smaller than 
regular clothes. All provide great sun protection and 
hot weather comfort, not to mention that they look 
great and will last nearly forever. (a white cotton tee 
shirt has a UPF around 5. Dark tee shirt colors are 
a little higher. These microfiber shirts have a UPF in 
the 20–30 range.)

green

tan

rust

tan

blue

microFiber convertible pants
100% fast-drying, wind-cutting, long-wearing, ripstop nylon...
these travel pants are terrific. the soft, comfortable fabric 
features a dWr (durable, water-resistant) f inish and they 
have received specialty treatments to make them antibacte-
rial, anti-pilling and offer UPF 30+ sun protection. sporting zip 
off legs for hot weather comfort, they pack in about a third of 
the space of jeans. you’ll f ind they make an excellent “2nd 
pair” to take along for hot weather, and as an ever yday 
change of clothing. tan or Grey. impor ted. M (32–34), 
l (36–38), Xl (40–42).

#2866 $67.00
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 money belt 
the zippered compartment on the back is long enough for three stacks of bills placed 
end-to-end. this is a discreet way to carry hoards of fifties or hundreds on long trips... 
or just a safe place to forget a single “emergency” dollar. a flat row of quarters will fit, 
too. one size fits all. belt can be shortened by cutting and fusing. black nylon webbing 
1.25" wide, 46" long. durable cam-action black nylon buckle (money not included).

#1854 $16.00

 stanDarD belt
the standard belt uses 1" beadless tubular nylon webbing and a Fastex™ buckle 
to create a light, strong belt that can also be used for a variety of strapping jobs. 
adjustable, one size fits all. in black, red, or blue. 40" long.

#600 $8.00

 DeluXe belt
the deluxe belt uses 1" tubular webbing, but a 3/4" Fastex™ buckle to 
reduce bulk, making it easier to slide through belt loops. in black, red, or 
blue. even waist sizes 28" through 46".

#601 $9.00

5. carbonator belt 
the ultra light-weight, 100% carbon f iber buckle is s tronger than 
steel and looks cool. a nylon web belt compliments the unique styl-
ing of the black carbon fiber buckle. infinitely adjustable design allows 
it to be used for more than just holding up your pants — go ahead, use 
it as a high-class tie down strap! Metal free so it ’s good to wear if 
having to deal with any aggravating airpor t or border security check-
points. High tech meets high style in this high function belt. 1.25" wide. 
Waist sizes: M (32-38) l (38-42), black with grey bands. 

#2851 $32.00

4. tap cap belt 
after a long, day of riding, find sublime relaxation by grabbing a tall, cold 
bottle of brew and…hey, does anyone have a friggin’ opener?! this buckle and 
black high density nylon webbing combine to form a belt built for function and 
fashion. Unique design is classy enough to wear for all occasions, and is sure 
to make you a hero (or at least save a few broken teeth or scratched brake 
levers…) around the next campfire. infinitely adjustable buckle allows belt to 
be used as an emergency tie-down strap. opener works with “standard” crown 
caps and twist-off caps. this is one cool and useful belt. 1.5" wide. Waist sizes 
M (32-38), l (38-42). black.

#2821 $16.00

totally serious belts
say you park on the sixth floor of a large parking ramp when it suddenly comes under heavy attack by a group of militant anti-motorcyclists and the only way out is a 
200 yard slide down a lightly insulated power line straight onto the roof of a neighboring building. Would you trust your current belt for that slide? i don’t think so! these 
belts are for those who need to be able to count on their gear in the worst possible scenario. We love them for jeans because they fit very comfortably, look cool in all 
situations, and are lightweight. in a pinch they can be used as an additional tie-down strap and the fall-rated buckle is easy to use and infinitely adjustable. these types 
of extreme belts are hard to find in these widths which fit standard belt loops. simple, classy, and strong, like bond…James bond. lengths measure: sm. 40", Med. 
44", large 47.5".

1. viper 
lightweight, strong and comfortable for everyday 
wear. 1" wide. s, M or l. black.  

#1847 $18.00

2. ligHt Duty 
lightweight, strong and comfortable for everyday 
wear. 1.5" wide. s, M or l. black.  

#1846 $16.00

3. last cHance HD 
two layers of Hd nylon webbing sewn together 
for strength. 1.5" wide. s, M or l. black. 

#1838 $24.00
XL (46"-50") #2868 $26.00
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